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Chapter 1
Introduction
P.J. de Groot
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2 Chapter 1
1.1 SpectroscopySpectroscopic techniques are widely used in all kinds of (chemical) applications.Spectroscopy can provide information on the chemical structures and physical characteristicsof materials, can identify substances by fingerprinting, and can provide (semi-) quantitativeinformation on products and processes [1]. Samples may be examined in bulk or microscopicamounts covering a wide temperature range. Samples can be: vapors, liquids, powders, films,fibers, and so on. Figure 1 depicts an overview of the electromagnetic spectrum. Somespectroscopic techniques (ultra-violet, visible, and near-infrared) correspond to the wavelengthregions that are being measured in the electromagnetic spectrum [1].
Figure 1: An overview of the electromagnetic spectrum and the different spectroscopic techniques thatare related to it.In this thesis, applications using chemometrical approaches on near-infrared andRaman reflectance spectroscopy are described. Both techniques perform measurements on thesame wavelength region in the electromagnetic spectrum, but differ in the measuredvibrational modes. Introductions to both spectroscopic techniques and some commonchemometrical approaches are presented in the three subparagraphs below.1.1.1. Near-infrared spectroscopyThe first infrared spectroscopic applications originate from the food and agriculturalindustry and, to a lesser extent, from the textile and polymer industries [2]. The growinginterest of near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is probably a direct result of two majoradvantages. First, NIR spectra can be collected in reflectance mode, enabling the recordingof solid samples utilizing minor or no sample pretreatment which results in fastmeasurements. Second, the measured NIR signal depends on both physical and chemicalsample characteristics which facilitates the identification and characterization of theseparameters.The NIR region is situated between 780 - 2526 nm [2]. Light absorption in thisregion is primarily due to overtones and combinations of fundamental vibration bands fromthe mid-infrared (MIR) region. Infrared light is absorbed if the energy of the incidentradiation is high enough to produce vibrational transitions in the molecules, i.e. the lightfrequency should be exactly the same as the fundamental vibration energy for a specificmolecule and this molecule should undergo a change in its dipole moment. The vibrationalfrequency f for a diatomic molecule can be determined on the assumption of the harmonicoscillator model (Hookes law): (1.1)
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where c is the speed of light, k the bonding force constant (strength of the chemical bond),and  is the reduced mass: m m  / (m +m ). Note that this is only an illustrative model and1 2  1 2that real vibrations are non-harmonic. In the harmonic oscillation example, the energy E  willvhave evenly spaced levels and can be described by: (1.2)where f is the vibrational frequency and v the vibrational quantum number. Because theselection rule for harmonic oscillator transitions is v=±1 and energy levels are equallyspaced, the energy levels between two consecutive levels will always be E  - E  = f, which(v+1)  vis called the fundamental frequency of the band.As mentioned before, the harmonic oscillator is only an illustrative example thatdescribes a change in dipole moment of a molecule and to correctly describe the, morerealistic, non-harmonic oscillations, higher-order terms needs to be included. A consequenceof introducing higher order terms is that the selection rule becomes: v=±1, ±2, and so on.As a result, higher order bands, also called overtones or harmonics, appear at frequencies 2,3, and so on times higher than the fundamental frequency f. However, the intensity of theseovertone bands decreases abruptly since the probability is significantly reduced withincreasing vibrational quantum number. In practice, only 2 or 3 overtones are present.Many NIR bands are overtones and combination bands for hydrogen bonds (C-H,N-H, O-H, and S-H). The small mass and large force constants for hydrogen are the originof the high fundamental frequencies in this atom. As a result, its first few overtones appearin the NIR region. C=O, C-C, C-F, and C-Cl groups usually exhibit very weak or no bandsin the NIR region: fundamental vibrations of these groups occur at lower frequencies in theMIR region.NIR spectroscopy can be utilized in reflectance mode and, therefore, is a well-suitedtechnique for recording spectra from solid samples, despite a severely restricted sensitivitybecause the radiation is reflected in all directions and the weaker overtone and combinationbands are measured [2]. Reflectance spectroscopy measures the light reflected by the samplesurface, which contains a specular component and a diffuse component. Specular reflectancecontains little information about the sample composition. The diffuse measurements are thebasis for this spectroscopic reflectance technique.Apart from reflection mode, also the so-called transflection mode does exist [1].Transflection measurements are performed at near normal or low angles of incidence. Itinvolves a reflection component at the sample area and a component of incident radiationpassing through the sample, being reflected from the reflective substrate, then again traversingthe absorbing layer, before going to the detector (see Figure 2). The resulting spectrum is nota reflectance spectrum, but superimposed on the double-transmission-like absorptionspectrum a weaker reflectance component will also be visible.Not only the sensitivity is restricted in NIR reflectance spectroscopy, but otherproblems also apply to this technique. If solvents are required for a NIR measurement, theseshould not contain O-H, N-H, and C-H groups because these groups are active in the NIRregion [2]. Furthermore, the measured overtones and combination bands are broad andoverlapping (difficult to interpret). The analytical NIR reflectance signal is complex becauseit depends on both the chemical and physical properties of the sample. For example, non-linearities are introduced due to wavelength-dependent scattering, stray light, andinconsistencies in the instrument response. Mathematical (pre)processing of the NIR signalsis required in order to minimize the undesired NIR artifacts.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the principle of NIR transflection. A part of the incident radiation isreflected and another part travels through the sample, is reflected on a reflectivesubstrate, and travels back through the sample before it is collected by the detector.Traditional NIR wavelength dispersive spectrometers utilize a rotating grating thatshould be exactly aligned [3]. These spectrometers must be maintained in a controlledenvironment, free of dust and vibration, and are generally very costly. Recent advances inhigh sensitivity detectors, both CCDs en diode arrays, improvements in holographic gratings,and the availability of efficient optical materials (optical fibers that have minimal light losses)have stimulated the development of a new generation of spectrometers at a fraction of thecosts [3]. Several CCD-based spectrometers are commercially available that are designed asportable field instruments that provide complete NIR spectra in real-time.1.1.2. Raman spectroscopyWhile NIR spectroscopy was quickly accepted for industrial applications, the use ofRaman spectroscopic applications started slowly. Raman spectroscopy is a relative insensitivetechnique and many instrumental improvements enabled the broad application of the Ramanspectroscopic technology. Raman spectroscopy is now applied in academic, industrial, andgovernmental laboratories for applications in polymers, biological systems, processmeasurements and many other areas [4].When monochromatic light from a laser is allowed to strike a sample, molecules areexited to a virtual electronic state that generally lies below the first excited electronic energylevel for the molecules (see Figure 3) [1]. Most molecules relax back to the original state andproduce elastically scattered photons with no change in energy (or frequency) [4]. A verysmall part, approximately 1 in 10 , is scattered with a change in frequency. The difference8between the incident and scattered frequencies corresponds to an excitation of the molecularsystem, most often an excitation of a vibrational mode. A Raman spectrum is obtained bymeasuring the intensity of the scattered photons as a function of the frequency differencebetween incident laser frequency and the frequency of the scattered photons. This spectrumis, to a certain extent, similar to a NIR spectrum, but different vibrational modes are observed[4]. As such, it is a fingerprint for the molecular species present and this information canbe used for both qualitative identification and quantitative determination.If the Raman effect is occurring, the scattered photons can have a lower energy levelthan the incident radiation (Stokes scattering) or a higher energy level (anti-Stokes scattering),see Figure 3 [5]. The energy associated with the wavelength shift corresponds to electronic,vibrational, or rotational energy levels in the molecule. Most often, Raman spectroscopy isused to measure energy shifts that are associated with vibrational energy levels, causing
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Stokes Anti−Stokes
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changes in the polarizability of the molecule, although purely rotational transitions for smallmolecules such as H  are also routinely measured. Raman spectroscopy generally refers to the2Stokes lines since the anti-Stokes lines are less intense due to their origin in the lesspopulated energy levels above the ground state (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: Energy level diagram illustrating the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines in Raman spectroscopy.E  refers to the ground electronic state, E  depicts a virtual electronic state, and E  is the0       v       1first electronic state. The energy levels in between are vibrational and rotational levels.Raman spectroscopy often provides additional or complementary informationcompared to its NIR spectroscopic counterpart. Raman scattering and NIR absorption are twodifferent physical processes and different selection rules for the various vibrational modes inthe molecules apply. Raman and IR spectra are most different for molecules of highsymmetry. If a center of inversion symmetry is present (benzene, CS , N , and so on), Raman2  2and IR spectra are completely complementary and contain no bands in common [5]. Assymmetry decreases, more overlapping information is present although always some differentinformation will be present in the spectra. Additional benefits of Raman spectroscopy are thehigh resolution spectra (sharp and small peaks and no or minor overlap) and that no waterinterference occurs. A more detailed comparison between Raman and NIR spectroscopy isintroduced in paragraph 1.4.Raman spectroscopy suffers from two main problems. Given the very low efficiencyof the Raman process, a high degree of selectivity is required to discriminate between theelastically scattered photons and the photons whose frequencies are adapted due to the Ramaneffect. The second problem in Raman spectroscopy is the interference with fluorescence fromboth the material of interest or from impurities in the sample. Given the low efficiency of theRaman effect, a very small amount of an impurity can give rise to a fluorescence signal thatcompletely obscures the Raman photons. Fluorescence can be minimized by using either redor near-infrared radiation, thus avoiding the electronic absorption process that leads tofluorescence.1.1.3. Chemometrics in NIR and Raman spectroscopyA global description of chemometrics is that it is a sub-discipline of chemistry thatuses mathematical and statistical methods for the exploration of chemical data [5]. These
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explorative analyses are designed to provide information about the chemical structure,composition, and physico-chemical properties contained in the data. The application of thesetechniques (which are many) can be used for multivariate quantitative and qualitativeanalyses, process control charts, and data visualization.Assume a chemical application for which rapidly relevant NIR spectra can beobtained by performing straightforward and simple object measurements. A property ofinterest is contained (stored) in the measured spectra and the aim of chemometrics (inquantitative analysis) is to calculate a function that relates the spectroscopic measurementswith the property (or properties) of interest [5]. In many cases, more expensive and slowerreference methods are available to obtain the property of interest, e.g. HPLC, and using afaster and cheaper near-infrared spectroscopic method is beneficial. A calibration model iscreated based on a representative subset of NIR spectra and subsequently this model is usedon new (unknown) spectra. Many possible methods exist to perform the calibration modelingand the fastest, easiest to perform, and simplest to explain procedures are the most frequentlyutilized strategies.If a chemometrical model is built, it is important to be aware of the conditions thatsuch a model should cover. Each chemometrical tool has its own intrinsic requirements thatshould be obeyed, e.g. normality of the data, availability of quantitative information (fromreference methods), and so on. Many non-intrinsic conditions also apply to mostchemometrical tools. Representative samples should be collected that spans the domain ofinterest for both the training set (to make the model) and the test sets (to validate the obtainedmodel). Furthermore, data preprocessing might be required to remove e.g. spectroscopic-specific baseline effects. These demands apply both for qualitative and quantitative analyses.Some qualitative chemometrical clustering tools that are generally applied include:hierarchical clustering, principal component analysis, linear discriminant analysis, andartificial neural networks. The first two techniques are not-supervised, meaning that it is notknown on beforehand which sample belongs to what cluster. The supervised techniques aremore powerful because the objects are forced to belong to a cluster according to the includedknowledge (which does not mean that all objects really end up into the demanded clusters).All these techniques usually deals with multivariate data.Generally, for quantitative analysis the utilized linear chemometrical  methods are(in order of increasing complexity): Linear Regression (LR), Multivariate Linear Regression(MLR), Principal Components Regression (PCR), and Partial Least Squares (PLS) [5]. Insituations that a non-linear relationship should be modelled, some methods that can be appliedare: piecewise regression, non-linear regression, and neural networks. Obviously, a regressionmodel that sufficiently describes the high-quality answers that are needed should be applied.Considering only linear relationships, the univariate LR approach is limited and only suitedfor a small number of problems. The multivariate MLR approach provides many advantagesover LR and is still a remarkable good method, especially if some kind of variable selectionis applied. In situations where the number of variables should be reduced, factor analysisapproaches can be considered. In factor analysis, the data is transformed in such a way thatlatent variables are obtained: weighted combinations of the original variables. The quantitativeanalysis is performed on a limited number of the latent variables that explains most variance.PLS is more powerful than PCR because the quantitative information is explicitly used duringmodel calculation. Note that after model construction, a validation (e.g. utilizing anindependent test set) should always be performed to reliably assess the performance of theobtained chemometrical model.
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1.2. Chemometrical challenges in near-infrared spectroscopy1.2.1. Wavelength selection and preprocessing in near-infrared spectroscopyThe first near-infrared (NIR) spectra were recorded with filter instruments, resultingin limited amounts of wavelength regions that were measured for NIR analysis [2]. For thequantitative analysis of well-separated components (no overlapping peaks nor interferenceeffects), MLR could be successfully applied due to the small number of wavelength regions.More sophisticated instruments allowed the recording of the whole NIR region at a higherresolution. Applying MLR on these type of spectra resulted in overfitting (modelling of noiseor random errors) and in a reduced precision caused by the collinearity in these spectra. Toovercome the problems that were related to the large number of measured wavelengths, it wasnecessary to reduce the number of included wavelengths, e.g. by applying PCR, in which thewavelengths were replaced by a selected number of principal components (latent variables).Furthermore, a new chemometrical method was developed that could simultaneouslydetermine multiple components in the same sample and could avoid the collinearity and noiserelated problems: PLS.Despite the availability of the PLS method, wavelength selection (or variable,feature, or frequency selection) is often applied to improve the calibration models [6-25], toimprove the accuracy and prediction performance (by rejecting overlapping spectral regions[25], wavelengths that are not related to the analyte of interest [6,10,28], or wavelengths thatinterfere due to matrix effects [10]), to generate a robust model by selecting trulydiscriminating wavelengths and preventing overfitting and correlations by chance trends[19,26-28], to simplify the underlying model [14], to enable model transfer between differenttypes of spectrometers (e.g. laboratory versus industrial equipment) [29], and to speed upcalculations [18]. Costs also play a role in wavelength selection because cheaper instruments,utilizing fewer wavelengths or less filters, can be applied [26]. Finally, the selectedwavelengths help in understanding why spectral regions are important for analysis and whyother regions, which at first sight seem to be important, are rejected (due to e.g. overlap orinterference).Near-infrared spectra are usually measured in reflectance mode (enabling themeasurement of solid samples) [30], but other measurement modes (e.g. transmission ortransflection) are also applicable. In reflectance mode, the diffuse light component that isreflected by the sample surface is measured (see paragraph 1.1.1) [2]. If a NIR instrument isoptimized, the detector is placed in a position that minimizes the specular component. Near-infrared reflectance measurements (log(1/R), where R denotes the reflectance) suffer fromproblems that are associated with particle size and moisture content [31]. The log(1/R)measurements are inversely proportional to the scattering coefficients of the sample particlesizes and are also related to differences between the refractive indices of the samples [27,31].These effects can result in a horizontal displacement between the individual near-infraredspectra of different samples. Wavelength-dependent interactions between particle size andmoisture can cause curvature of the baseline in individual NIR spectra [31]. Anotherwavelength-dependent effect is related to the penetration depth of the NIR radiation [32].Differences in penetration depth, e.g. due to sample inhomogeneity, results in an additionalvariation in the NIR spectra (variation in peak-heights) [32]. Additional sample-dependentNIR specific effects are related to: refraction, diffraction, absorption, sample packing, andsurface properties [27]. Furthermore, the response of the NIR instrument might fluctuate (dueto temperature effects, changing characteristics of the NIR source, humidity, or other
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(external) conditions). Summarized, all these effects together result in additional effects (e.g.spectral offset shifts) and multiplicative (wavelength-dependent) effects [36]. Note that theseeffects are present in all individual spectra in varying quantities and that each particularspectrum requires a specific correction [31].Several NIR-specific preprocessing methods are available to correct for theseundesired artifacts. The two most commonly used NIR-specific correction methods areMultiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC) and Standard Normal Variate (SNV) transformation[2,18,30,33-45]. MSC refers to the correction of the additional and multiplicative effects,utilizing a linear regression based on an ideal reference spectrum [31]. Since an idealreference spectrum is not available most of the times, the mean spectrum is calculated froma set of calibration spectra [31]. SNV preprocessing is applied on each spectrum individually,without the disadvantage of requiring a set of calibration spectra [31]. In SNV preprocessing,the mean value of each individual spectrum is calculated and subtracted (offset correction).These centered values are scaled by the standard deviation of the individual spectrum values(correcting for the multiplicative effect) [31].Alternative NIR specific preprocessing methods include: detrending (to remove thecurvature in the spectra), first derivative (offset correction), second derivative (offsetcorrection and a correction for the multiplicative effect), a combination of SNV anddetrending (in both chronological orders), piecewise multiplicative scatter correction,optimised scaling, and inverted scatter correction [30,33-36,38,39,44,46,47]. Figure 4visualizes the effect of commonly applied preprocessing steps on NIR spectra. Apart fromthese techniques some other non NIR-specific chemometrical preprocessing techniques areavailable: Fourier filtering, orthogonal signal correction, (different types of) normalization,offset correction, range scaling, column centering (applied on the separate wavelengths in aset of spectra), row centering (applied on each individual spectrum), column or rowstandardization, and double centering applied on both the reflectance R or log(1/R)[30,31,37,44,48-50]. Furthermore, some articles have appeared where the linearity of NIRspectra is improved by transforming the original variables [40,46,51,52]. Limited publicationsare available where the performance of a number of preprocessing techniques is explicitlyinvestigated. In a not NIR specific publication, Sánchez et al. investigated severalpreprocessing techniques in combination with principal components analysis to detectimpurities in a composition of mixtures utilizing HPLC-DAD [50]. The best results wereobtained without preprocessing, using normalization, or utilizing log-centering transformations(log column centering, log row centering, and log double centering). Caldolfi et al. exploredseveral NIR-specific preprocessing techniques on the classification of 10 pharmaceuticalexcipients [30]. It was concluded that for their specific analysis problem, detrending combinedwith the wavelength distance discrimination method gave the best performance. Dhanoa etal. analyzed the performance of  MSC, SNV, and detrending in different chronological ordersand the authors concluded that detrending followed by SNV is the best approach [31]. Azzouzet al. investigated several NIR-specific preprocessing techniques in the analysis of foragesamples [33]. In their application, Orthogonal Signal Correction (OSC) gave someimprovements, but not in all situations. Generally, SNV combined with detrending alsocontributed to better predictions. Blanco et al. studied the effect of different datapreprocessing methods on the determination of the active compound in a drug and concludedthat the effect of most preprocessing methods is minimal, but might lead to PLS models that
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Figure 4: The effect of 10 commonly applied preprocessing steps on the NIR spectra of 10 randomlyselected wooden objects. All preprocessing procedures are applied on individual spectra.
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require fewer latent variables [35]. In an empirical approach, Workman utilized ninepreprocessing approaches to compensate for pathlength problems that originate from thescattering effect (penetration depth differences between different samples) [44]. He concludedthat autoscaling on the variables (not spectra) performed best and that, surprisingly, MSCperformed worst.Although many wavelength selection and preprocessing procedures are proposed,it is still unclear whether both approaches can be combined: applying wavelength selectionfollowed by (NIR-specific) preprocessing. After applying wavelength selection, only a limitednumber of wavelength regions remain. It is possible to glue the selected wavelength regionstogether (in the right order) to obtain a reduced spectrum, but this can no longer be regardedas a complete spectrum. So it is of interest to consider: is it possible to combine bothwavelength selection and (NIR-specific) preprocessing on near-infrared spectra? After all,preprocessing on a reduced spectrum can give al kinds of unexpected effects and thesubsequent quantitative or qualitative analysis might fail. Apart from this, can we understandwhy wavelengths are selected, why a preprocessing technique (after wavelength selection) canimprove the analysis performance, and why the combination of both techniques possiblyworks?1.2.2. Representative subset selection and NIR spectroscopyIt is previously mentioned in paragraph 1.1.3 that, if chemometrical (statistical)methods are utilized for qualitative or quantitative analysis, it is important to cover the fulloperation domain of the model [18,53-56]. If samples are required to obtain a calibration set,these samples should cover the prediction population (range) as well as possible (thesesamples should be representative[56]). However, if most samples occur in central regions (e.g.the centers of clusters), these central regions should be better sampled than the border regions.Furthermore, the collected samples should also include, if possible, external sources ofvariation that can influence the performance of the model. External sources of variations aree.g. related to the sample conditions such as: temperature, humidity, dirt, and orientation [54].The calibration model should be parsimonious: giving acceptable prediction errors utilizinga minimal number of samples [53]. Near-infrared spectroscopy is a fast, cheap, and non-destructive measurement method and collecting NIR spectra is considered to be an easy task[54]. However, it might be difficult to obtain the samples for all situations that might occur:it is easy to measure the common samples, but obtaining border samples is not always easy.In a commercial setting, the number of measurements is often limited due to minimizing thecosts. Nevertheless, collecting NIR spectra is an easy task and often the situation applies thata calibration set should be selected from a larger set of samples. The problem that arises is:which and how many samples should be collected?Many methodologies exist to obtain a representative subset of samples. A commontechnique to split a large data set in a calibration and a test set is to look at the knownqualitative or quantitative sample characteristics and to put alike samples in the different datasets [37]. If no quantitative or qualitative information is available, or one wants to use e.g.the spectral information itself, several clustering techniques (or other partitioning techniques)can be utilized to obtain a number of partitions. From each partition, one or more objects areput in the calibration set [18,55,57]. Another well-known technique to obtain a representativecalibration set is the Kennard-Stone object selection procedure [56,58-60]. The principle ofthe Kennard-Stone algorithm is to select objects in such a way that they are uniformly spreadover the object space. A less efficient, but regularly employed, subset partitioning method is
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random selection: objects from a large data set are randomly divided in either the calibrationset or the test set [56,58]. Jouan-Rimbaud et al. proposed several statistical tests to determinewhether a retrieved calibration set from a larger data set is representative or not [61,62]. Inthe first publication, two statistical tests were proposed: a generalized Bartletts test to checkwhether the variance-covariance matrices are equal (if not, both data sets have differentdirections or variations in range) and a Hotelling T  test to verify whether the means of both2data sets are equal (if not, both data sets are not situated at the same place in space) [61]. Inthe second publication, their approach is extended to deal with latent variables and to obtaina figure of representativeness (instead of a yes or no answer) [62]. In a publication of Millánet al., the goal was to obtain a subset whose distribution is as close as possible to the originaldistribution. The potential functions technique and genetic algorithms were utilized to fulfillthis task [63].In image processing, other problems arise that are related to the subset sampleselection problem. A stack of images that are measured at different wavelengths containsspectral information for each pixel (picture element), so a large quantity of spectra for asingle object is present. Van den Broek utilized principal components analysis on so-calledmultivariate images to obtain score plots that are utilized for the classification of wasteobjects in a plastic and a non-plastic fraction [64]. In a score plot, regions were manuallyselected that represented object pixels (both for plastic and non-plastic objects) andbackground pixels (the background pixels were defined as a classification fraction to improvethe calibration model). This procedure was applied in such a way that more or less the samenumber of pixels (containing spectral information) were retrieved for both the training andtest set for each measured object. This pixel selection approach was performed for aclassification problem and care was taken to obtain equal pixel amounts in each fraction(despite differences in the selected number of objects in each fraction). Other data subsetselection methods include: D-optimal designs [56,65], neural networks [56,58], and fractalanalysis [57].Not only is it critical to consider which objects should be collected to obtain arepresentative calibration set, but also the number of objects that should be included isimportant. Not many publications are available that provide instructions on how many objectsshould be included and supplying guidelines is a difficult and problem-dependent task [66].For linear classification problems, solved with e.g. linear discriminant analysis, a general ruleof thumb is that the number of objects divided by the number of variables should be at least3 if minimal 10 variables are present [66]. This rule is based on the low probability that theobtained discrimination rules are entirely based on chance. In many data sets (not NIR),simulated data is used so that the researcher knows on beforehand whether two data sets arerepresentative or not [61-63,66]. In applied NIR spectroscopy, objects have been measuredto obtain the spectra and it is not common to simulate spectra. In many applications, therepresentative data set is extracted from the large data set (it is known (or assumed) that theextracted data set is representative) [61,62]. In other applications, the data set is split in acertain ratio, e.g. 50-50, or 75-25, depending on e.g. the size of the original data set[56,58,62]. Kocjancic et al. has also optimized the number of samples that were put inquantitative calibration sets [58]. A different number of samples were put in the calibrationset and multiple modelling techniques were utilized for prediction. In their results, initiallythe error decreased if more objects were included in the calibration set, but if too manyobjects were included the error started to increase again due to overfitting.Given this wide variety of techniques, the question arises which of theaforementioned methods is the best in a particular situation and why? Does the rule of
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thumb hold if fewer than 10 variables are utilized and, if not, how many objects should beselected? If a classification problem is considered, is it also important to include the differentfraction sizes (if any) in the collected subsets? Furthermore, random subset selection has beenapplied on a regular basis. Now the statistical tests have been proposed to check whethersubsets are representative or not, is it beneficial to combine both techniques, i.e. generaterandom subsets until the statistical tests are obeyed? Finally, many subset selection methodsare utilized on quantitative problems, but how do these algorithms perform in qualitativeanalysis?1.2.3. Validation of NIR applicationsOnce a model is build based on e.g. selected subsets, it is required that this modelis validated. The goal of validating a (spectroscopic) method is to verify that it can achievethe performance characteristics required from the method, especially trueness and precision,and demonstrate that the method is suitable for the intended use [67]. NIR spectroscopymethods are applied on both quantitative and qualitative problems. Many validation criteriafor quantitative analysis are regulated by governmental or by international standardizationorganisations (ISO) legislation, e.g. the Directive on Sampling and Methods of Analysis inthe European Union [67]. Validation criteria that are suited for quantitative analysis might beunapplicable to qualitative analysis and vice versa. Quantitative validation criteria include:specificity, accuracy, precision (trueness), repeatability, reproducibility, limit of detection,sensitivity, practicability and applicability under normal laboratory conditions, and other addedcriteria that are required [67]. To validate the calibration model, it is required that a separateset of test objects should be available and that the predicted test object values should bestatistically compared to values obtained with an independent and accepted reference method[68]. To invoke an adequate sampling method, experimental design strategies are oftenapplied [69,70]. Note that an important aspect in validation strategies is that the calibration(and test) set objects should cover the whole operational domain as well as possible, as ispreviously discussed in paragraphs 1.1.3 and 1.2.2.An increasing number of publications discusses classification problems that aresolved with (Fourier) NIR reflectance spectroscopy [71-77]. Most of these publications havein common that the NIR spectra are obtained under controlled conditions in the laboratory andthat a cross-validation procedure suffices to validate the developed classification algorithm.In a publication of Andre, the validation strategy was extended with a robustness test [71].A validation data set was used that contained known impurities (outliers) that should becorrectly identified by the classification algorithm. Kupper at al. proved calibration robustnessby using packages of 10 randomly selected samples within a cross-validation procedure [78].In summary, for quantitative analysis problems many criteria and approaches areavailable to properly validate the designed prediction method. However, for qualitativeanalysis where the NIR measurement setup needs to be included in the validation scheme, notmany publications nor guidelines are available. As previously introduced in paragraph 1.2.2,van den Broek has investigated the separation of plastics from non-plastics utilizing a stackof multivariate NIR spectroscopic images in an industrial setting [64]. The spectroscopicimages contained only six wavelength regions for each image pixel. Therefore, a mini-spectrum refers to the limited spectroscopic information content in each pixel. The validationscheme that van den Broek utilized contained four major steps. The first step is the inspectionof the measured calibration spectra for their chemical content concerning discriminatingbetween the two fractions. The second step involved the testing of the classification
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performance utilizing cross-validation, test sets, and the classification of complete images(remember that a single NIR mini-spectrum is a pixel from a complete image). The third stepis the calculation of the precision (the same object should be equally classified on differentdays). Finally, the fourth step refers to a robustness experiment in which specific (external)factors are investigated, such as humidity of the objects, operating temperature, and detectorfluctuations to assess the performance over a longer time period. During the validation, animportant aspect regarding object collection is the inclusion of dirty objects, objects withstickers, and so on.From the above, it is clear that validating a NIR classification method is problemdependent and that it is important to consider which parameters to include. Only obtaininga representative validation set is not convenient, since other factors may influence theclassification performance of the whole system. Furthermore, it is of interest to find outwhether it is possible to apply a validation strategy from the initial development of theclassification procedure to the final result instead of validating the final procedure only.Utilizing this iterative development-validation process, it is required that problems aredetected (during the validation steps), defined, and solved. A point of interest is whether thewell-known surface effects that occur in reflectance NIR spectroscopy can somehow beincluded in the validation strategy, e.g. by measuring the objects multiple times at differentrotation-positions and to check whether this influences the classification performance. A finalpoint of interest is the NIR-signal distribution in an image. In the center of an image, thesignal-to-noise ratio might be large, while this is decaying fast when going to the borders ofthe image. It is important to also include these effects during validation.1.2.4. Industrial NIR applications and the AUTOSORT projectMany NIR applications, utilizing CCD array-based detectors to measure completeNIR spectra (see paragraph 1.1.1), are utilized within various fields of analytical chemistry.These applications take advantage of the inherent rapid analysis times (due to the CCD array)and the minimal sample preparation (due to the NIR reflectance measurements). Stchur et al.has written an extensive overview of recent near-infrared applications utilizing full spectrafrom CCD based instruments [3]. The applications vary from polymer process control to fruitsorting according to sugar content. Chemometrical methods, some are introduced in paragraph1.1.3, are utilized to obtain and validate the results. Note that, due to the fiber technology, itis also possible to use an commercially available NIR instrument in the laboratory for processmonitoring in the plant utilizing complete spectra. Therefore, only a limited number ofpublications deal with the development of on-line and problem-specific sensors. Benefits ofutilizing such sensors are portability, ease of operation, and the possibility to measure spatialinformation (e.g. multivariate NIR images).High-demanding applications, utilizing problem-specific on-line sensors that performNIR point-measurements (thus: exclude spatial information), are mostly utilized in anindustrial environment. Therefore, developmental aspects of process analyzers are required,which include: ruggedness, reliability, ease of operation, minimal or automated calibration,miniaturization, and safe operation in a hazardous area [53]. Because process analyzers areclosely tied to the industry, only limited publications on the subject do appear: superiorprocess monitoring and control can lead to significant market advantage [53]. Nevertheless,some publications on problem-specific sensor designs are available. Feldhoff et al. andWienke et al. designed a NIR optical setup for the on-line classification of post-consumerpackage waste in an industrial environment [79,80]. The packages consisted of different
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polymers (PE, PET, PP, PS, PVC, and a cardboard/plastic compound). A correct classificationof more than 97% was obtained on original packages coming from a municipal waste disposalsite. Freitag et al. constructed a NIR based identification system for the rapid identificationof plastics from electronic devices [81]. Huth-Fehre et al. wrote down principle considerationsthat apply to remote sensor systems for the automated identification of plastics [82]. Sensorrequirements for such an application include: high signal-to-noise ratio, fast measurements,and utilize as much NIR radiation that the samples can handle. Sensor measurements shouldbe performed in a region where as much as possible discriminatory information is availablegiven the characteristics of e.g. the diode array. Other considerations that apply are: speedrequirements, demanded penetration depth of the NIR radiation, costs, and the presence orabsence of black carbon samples (hard to measure due to the minimal NIR reflectance). Morepublications that consider NIR specific sensor development aspects, excluding spatialmeasurements, are presented in the references [83-86].A new development in NIR spectroscopy is the shift from point-measurements tomultivariate NIR imaging. An overview of spectroscopic imaging in process analyticalchemistry is presented by Workman et al. [87]. In paragraphs 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, the work of vanden Broek regarding spectroscopic imaging, wavelength selection, preprocessing, and subsetselection has already been introduced [64]. Utilizing a stack of multivariate NIR images (foreach object), a discrimination between plastics and non-plastics in demolition waste isestablished. The separation is performed on the demolition waste site itself, so high demandson the whole application apply. To obtain a robust system, wavelength selection was appliedto find the most discriminatory wavelengths. The multivariate spectroscopic image quality wasimproved, e.g. the noise was significantly reduced, utilizing the singular value decomposition(SVD) preprocessing method. With SVD, it is assumed that the least significant eigenvectorsmainly include noise and that these noisy signal contributions can be safely extracted.Principal component analysis was used to obtain training and test sets for calculating andvalidating the prediction models.The Autosort project is a high-demanding application that addresses, among otherrequirements, innovative and chemometrically challenging developments in industrial NIRspectroscopic imaging. It is financially supported from the Commission of the EuropeanUnion (Brite Euram Project BE95-1484) and multiple partners covered different aspect of thisproject. Its goal is the separation of demolition waste into three fractions: wood (purity >90%), plastic (purity > 80%), and stone (no purity requirement). To obtain an economicallyadvantageous system, object measurements must be performed fast, non-destructive, withoutsample pretreatment, and at a demolition waste throughput speed of 15-20 tonnes per hour.The spatial information is obtained by successive measurements of a one dimensional stripthat contains the projection over the width of the conveyor belt on a diode array(perpendicular on the moving direction). It is possible that multiple waste objects arepositioned besides each other on the conveyor belt. These multiple objects are measured andsimultaneously analyzed utilizing a fast, problem-specific, robust, and on-line NIR sensor inan industrial environment. These demands resulted in many chemometrical challenges becausethe final separation system should be robust for: fast separations, large diversity in samples,not-optimal circumstances (dust, humidity, temperature fluctuations), incorporation of spatialinformation, and working under limited operational parameters (industrial setting). For thesereasons, a diode-array based imaging sensor is developed utilizing a limited number of themost discriminatory wavelength regions. Furthermore, spectral preprocessing is required toremove NIR-specific artifacts, reduce undesired spatial effects (the signal-to-noise ratio on theconveyor belt border is worse than in the middle), and to improve the prediction performance.
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Both wavelength selection and spectral preprocessing have been introduced in paragraph 1.2.1.Thus, a chemometrical challenge that should be solved include: which combination of mostdiscriminatory wavelengths (mini-spectra) and optimal preprocessing method results in themost efficient and robust demolition waste classification? This also includes considerationson which and how many demolition waste objects should be included. These issues have beendiscussed in paragraph 1.2.2. Within the framework of the Autosort project, two subsetselection approaches have been investigated: Kennard-Stone subset selection and randomselection followed by the statistical tests procedure. The final chemometrical challenge is thevalidation of the separation system during sensor development and pilot-plant building.However, the final separation system should also be validated to assess the classificationrobustness utilizing varying object conditions (dry or wet, variations that cause reflectiondifferences, and so on) under realistic industrial circumstances. In paragraph 1.2.3, commonvalidation strategies have been introduced and it has been explained that the validation of aNIR classification method depends on the specific problem that is being solved.
1.3. Scanning near-field microscopy and spectroscopyScanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) measures an optical molecularimage of a sample utilizing a high spatial resolution beyond the Abbé diffraction limit, e.g.on a nanometer scale [89,90]. The image is obtained by scanning a tapered sharp optical fiberprobe across the sample surface while the distance between the aperture and the sample iskept roughly less than half the diameter of the aperture [90]. Due to the small distancebetween aperture and sample, no diffraction occurs before the sample has interacted with theemitted light. As a consequence, the resolution of the system is determined by the aperturediameter instead of the emitted light. The molecular image is obtained by measuring theoptical response of the sample through a conventional microscope objective. SNOM can beused to obtain molecular images that allow the detection and visualization of single proteinsand that can monitor the interaction between a protein and other biomolecules [89]. Now thesequence of human DNA is almost completely known, much effort is required to reveal thefunctions of the genes and the interactions between genes [89]. Proteins that are translatedfrom the genes regulate the different functions of a cell. To obtain a good understanding ofthe protein regulation, it is necessary to reliably assess the structure, affinity, and reactivityof each identified protein [89]. Chemometrics can contribute to the analysis and interpretationof the (huge) amounts of data that are generally obtained in many biological applications.A new application in Raman spectroscopy started with the introduction of ascanning near-field optical microscope that combined the surface-enhanced Raman effect [91-93]. Instead of making a molecular image based on monochromatic emitted light, full Ramanspectra could be measured with a spatial resolution of 100 nm. The scanning resolution is stillbecoming better because this technique is emerging. A general drawback of Ramanspectroscopy is that it is an insensitive technique: only 1 out of 10  photons will have the8Raman effect [4,94]. There are only two normal ways to increase the Raman intensity:increasing the laser power or enlarging the concentration of the Raman active molecules.However, if a compound (or ion) is absorbed on (or within a few Ängstroms of) a structuredmetal surface, the Raman scattering can be enhanced by a factor 10  to 10  [95]. This effect3  6is strongest on silver, but is also observed on gold and copper surfaces. To obtain the near-field Raman spectra, small silver-coated nano-spheres were attached at the glass-slide onwhich the sample was put [91]. Anderson et al. mentions enhancement factors up to 1014
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utilizing small noble metal particles on substrates [96].Nowadays, an increasing number of articles are published on the combination ofnear-field optical measurements with spectroscopic measurements. Initially, only (surfaceenhanced) Raman spectroscopic measurements were obtained [96-109]. An importantdevelopment that reduces the amount of sample preparation is the use of e.g. silver (or gold)coated metal tips to obtain the surface-enhancement Raman effect [92,97,102-105,109]. Thetechnique is further improved by utilizing Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to measure thesurface-enhanced Raman spectra while excluding the use of optical parts [96,103,105,117].Utilizing this strategy, surface-enhanced Raman spectra and topological information aresimultaneously measured resolving 50 nm resolution [96]. Recently, two publications appearedin which the application of vibrational-infrared near-field microscopy is described [110,111].In many applications, near-field optical microscopy is combined with fluorescencemeasurements to investigate DNA molecules, e.g. the interaction between DNA and a dye[105,112-119]. Gao et al. extended the near-field optical microscopy technique to the fieldof proteomics [89].It is expected that the information content of near-field spectroscopic measurementson e.g. DNA molecules will continuously increase [91,108]. For the DNA molecules example,these measurements can be used to study DNA interactions in different environments and canhelp us in understanding how DNA functions on a molecular level. For this new Ramanspectroscopic application, chemometrical contributions are demanded to work with thesespecific measurement results on the increasingly large data quantities. The near-field surface-enhanced measurement technique is sensitive towards (spectral) disturbances and a firstchemometrical contribution could include the (automated) detection and removal of outliers.After this data set clean-up, it is mandatory that the information of interest is retrieved fromthe remaining (large number of) spectra. Initially, a chemometrical technique such as e.g.principal component analysis might facilitate the extraction of significant information. As thedevelopment of near-field spectroscopic measurements continues, the development of moresophisticated and technology-aimed chemometrical approaches are required.
1.4 Combining Raman and near-infrared spectroscopyA short initial comparison between NIR and Raman spectroscopy has already beenpresented in paragraph 1.1.2. Raman and near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy have in commonthat both techniques measure the energy of molecular vibrational-state transitions [120].Raman measures rocking, wagging, scissoring, and stretching fundamental vibrations offunctional groups that have bonds such as C-C, C-O, C-H, and O-H. On the other hand, NIRspectra are usually dominated by overtones and combination bands of O-H, N-H, and C-Hvibrations. Raman is also different from NIR spectroscopy in the way that the measurementsare obtained. NIR reflectance is molecular absorption in a diffuse-scattering media, whileRaman is inelastic scattering of laser light. Remember that the photons that are scattered dueto the Raman effect can gain or lose the energy of a molecular vibrational transition. WhereasNIR spectroscopy has many disturbances in the presence of water, Raman spectroscopy isoften applied in these situations. On the other hand, Raman spectroscopy suffers fromfluorescence interference that might dominate the induced Raman effect, making it hard (orimpossible) to measure a Raman signal.Nowadays, NIR spectroscopy is widely employed to monitor the chemicalcomposition or the physical properties of refinery and petrochemical products, such as
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gasoline, diesel, para-xylene, and various polymers utilizing off-line and on-line processcontrol and quality control applications [121]. Samples can be easily and remotely measuredwith good reproducibility utilizing optical fibers. Despite the broad and overlappingabsorption bands in the NIR region, characteristic for the overtone and combination bands,vibrational information has been successfully correlated to sample properties utilizingmultivariate chemometrical techniques. However, the NIR spectroscopic information contentis limited to some specific vibrations (C-H, O-H, N-H) and it is relatively unsensitive forcomponents in very low concentrations. Therefore, there is a demand for alternativespectroscopic methods that provide more qualitative information, better sensitivity, long-termstability, and off-line and on-line process and quality control capabilities [121]. Ramanspectroscopy has emerged as a feasible quantitative analytical method in the refinery andpetrochemical industry because well-resolved spectra are obtained that contain more productinformation. This emerging was made possible due to several instrumental improvements andprogression in laser technology. Nowadays, both spectroscopic technologies are utilized andmany publications have appeared in which, among others, Raman and NIR spectroscopy arecompared to solve e.g. quantitative or physical properties problems [120-131]. It is unknown,however, whether it has been tried to improve predictions by combining both Raman and NIRspectroscopic measurements.Schoonjans et al. investigated whether it was beneficial to join two differentspectroscopic methods: mass spectroscopy combined with infrared spectroscopy [132]. Bothspectroscopic techniques were utilized to solve a classification problem in which eachindividual spectroscopic technique already successfully separated different chemical structures.The goal of their research was to investigate whether a combination of two complementaryspectroscopic techniques can lead to an improved classification and a better predictive powerof chemical diversity. The authors concluded that complementary spectra for the samecompound are not necessarily more powerful than just one spectroscopic technique forsimilarity and diversity assignments.A question to be answered is whether the combination of Raman and near-infraredspectroscopy can contribute to better quantitative predictions (utilizing e.g. partial leastsquares). Often, it is considered that this is indeed the case, but is it really true? A relatedquestion is the utilized method to combine both spectroscopic measurements? Concatenationwithout any preprocessing step will probably not work. Apart from this, Raman spectroscopyhas often been compared with near-infrared spectroscopy. However, a chemometrical tool thatis regularly applied on these types of spectra, wavelength selection, has never been consideredduring these comparisons (the spectra were properly processed to remove undesired effects).If prediction models are improved utilizing wavelength selection, how do Raman and near-infrared spectroscopy perform and how is this related with a combination of both techniques?In short, is it beneficial to combine Raman and near-infrared spectroscopy?
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1.5. OutlineA number of chemometrical research challenges have been introduced. In thevarious chapters that are presented below, research on these challenges are highlighted.I. Remote NIR sensing (chapters 2 to 4)The initial work in constructing a fast, robust, and remote NIR sensor is toinvestigate which combination of most-discriminatory wavelength regions and spectralpreprocessing approaches gives the best prediction results. In chapter 2, research on severaloptimal wavelength regions combined with (spectral) preprocessing methods are described.Chapter 3 focusses on determining which and how many objects should be included in thecalibration and validation sets to obtain a valid discrimination model. Finally, chapter 4describes the validation strategy and results during the sensor development and the assessmentof the discrimination performance regarding the complete final separation system.II. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (chapter 5)Chapter 5 describes an innovative SERS application in which a large stack ofmultivariate Raman images are obtained. Outlier detection and extraction of significantinformation are typical problems for this type of measurements. It is investigated whetherthese typical problems can be solved and automated utilizing chemometrical approaches.Future prospects including chemometrical contributions are discussed.III. Combining Raman and NIR spectroscopy (chapter 6)In an experiment, Raman and NIR spectra are measured from the same polymeryarns. Reference methods are used to determine 7 important yarn properties. In chapter 6, thePLS prediction performance of these 7 yarn properties is investigated on the separate andcombined spectra to see whether combining Raman and NIR spectroscopic measurements isbeneficial. Furthermore, it is examined whether wavelength selection can improve theprediction performance on the previously obtained PLS models.
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Chapter 2
Influence of Wavelength Selection andData Preprocessing on Near-Infrared-BasedClassification of Demolition Waste
Abstract The separation of demolition waste in three fractions - wood (required purity >90%), plastic (required purity > 80%), and stone (no requirement) - has been investigated.The materials are measured with diffuse near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy and classifiedwith Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). To speed up the classification, simulated annealingextracts the six most discriminating wavelength regions for each preprocessing technique. Forimprovement in the classification results, several preprocessing techniques are investigated.Both the reflectance R and log(1/R) are investigated. The influence of the so-called10wavelength shift (radiation that does not pass a filter perpendicular and shifts maximally 6nm to lower wavelength) is accounted for during wavelength selection. Preprocessing methodsthat remove spectral offset differences and remove differences in peak heights give the bestclassification improvement. Modified Standard Normal Variate (SNV) preprocessing, appliedon the reflectance R, is the best preprocessing technique. The modification is the addition ofthe mean spectral value after the application of standard SNV preprocessing. The meanspectral value contains some additional information that is used by the (LDA) algorithm toimprove the classification performance. The influence of the so-called wavelength shift effectis minimal.
P.J. de Groot, G.J. Postma, W.J. Melssen, and L.M.C. BuydensInfluence of Wavelength Selection and Data Preprocessingon Near-InfraRed based Classification of Demolition Waste,Appl. Spectrosc. 55 (2001) 173.
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2.1. IntroductionThe application of near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy is rapidly increasing [1].It is a fast, robust, and non-destructive measurement technique that enables on-line monitoring[2,3]. Furthermore, its sensitivity is much higher compared to Raman spectroscopy [4],although a post-consumer plastic identification based on Raman spectroscopy has beendescribed [5]. Applications of near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy can be found in manyareas including the processing of food [6], in the pharmaceutics industry [6], and in theidentification of plastic waste [7-14]. In the current application, diffuse near-infraredreflectance spectroscopy is applied for the separation of demolition waste [15]. An especiallyconstructed sensor measures the spectra of the demolition waste objects [16].Near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy is an indirect measurement technique; onlyreflected near-infrared radiation is measured. As a result, some inherent problems are present.The object should be able to reflect the radiation; hence dark objects are a serious problem.Furthermore, direct reflection should also be avoided; shining objects - e.g., bathroomceramics or bright objects - can reflect all the radiation directly into the sensor without anymaterial information. This is also true for strongly bent objects, such as bottles or roundcovers. Apart from these problems, near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy suffers a problemassociated with scattering.Diffusely scattered near-infrared radiation contains material-specific information.The scatter depends on physical parameters of the sample, such as particle size, orientationstate, crystallization state, and particle distribution [1,17]. The resulting diffuse near-infraredreflectance spectra (even of identical materials) can have differences in baseline slopes andoffsets. Many preprocessing techniques are proposed to solve these undesired scatter effects.Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC) is one of the best-known techniques, but its drawbackis that a spectrum is fitted to an ideal spectrum [1,6,17-21]. This approach is problematic ifspectra from different fractions are present that should be fitted to the same ideal spectrum.Transformations that do not have this drawback are: Standard Normal Variate (SNV)transformation [1,19,21,22] (followed by detrending [1,21,22]), first and second derivatives[1,18,20,21,23], normalization (and techniques with a similar scope, such as norm scaling andrange scaling [23]), and offset correction [21] (mean centering [23] and minimum shiftcorrection).An on-line classification in which a minimum of computing time is essential neededto be developed. Performing an identification algorithm on complete near-infrared reflectancespectra takes too much time. Therefore, the complete near-infrared reflectance spectra aretransformed into so-called mini-spectra. The mini-spectra have only six measured wavelengthregions in the near-infrared spectral range. Previous research indicated that six measurementwavelength regions are sufficient to separate plastics from nonplastics [10]. As a startingpoint, it is assumed that six measurement wavelength regions are also required for a properidentification of demolition waste. The six wavelength regions should have an optimaldiscrimination power among the demolition waste fractions, so a wavelength region selectionprocedure is applied. It should be stressed that it has been observed that the selection of themost discriminating wavelength regions depends on the applied preprocessing technique.The transformation of the reflectance R to log(1/R) linearizes the reflectance10measurements in near-infrared spectroscopy, which is important in quantitative analysis. Inthe current application, only qualitative information is important, and it might not be essentialto use log(1/R). Therefore, both data representations [R, log(1/R)] are used as the basis for10       10the wavelength selection, the preprocessing techniques, and the final identification.
Influence of Wavelength Selection and Data Preprocessingon Near-Infrared-Based Classification of Demolition Waste 25In the final sensor, filters are used for the selective passing of  the desiredwavelength regions. A drawback is presented by an optical phenomenon: the so-calledwavelength shift. If near-infrared radiation does not pass the filters perpendicularly,wavelength regions that are lower than intended will pass the filters. The wavelength shiftdepends on the position of the object on the conveyor belt. An object that is positioned in themiddle of the conveyor belt will not have a wavelength shift. On the contrary, an object thatis positioned at the border will cause the maximum wavelength shift. The wavelength shiftis accounted for during the optimal wavelength selection.Many well-described and previously proposed preprocessing techniques areinvestigated in this work. In advance, it is not evident which preprocessing techniques willgive the best identification performance, because wavelength regions need to be selected, awavelength shift needs to be accounted for, and the effect of the log transformation is notknown beforehand.Candolfi et al. investigated seven data preprocessing methods on anotherclassification problem: the identification of ten pharmaceutical excipients [21]. In thisinvestigation, detrending is the best preprocessing technique. However, this is valid only forlog(1/R) and one specific classification algorithm: the wavelength distance method. For otherclassification methods, different optimal preprocessing techniques are found. Furthermore, theauthors have complete near-infrared spectra available, enabling the use of detrending andderivatives. In our case, however, the latter correction procedures are more problematicbecause mini-spectra are used. Finally, our classification algorithm was not included in theinvestigation of Candolfi [21].
2.2. Theory2.2.1. ClassificationIn this paper, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is applied as a classificationalgorithm. Excellent descriptions of LDA are presented in many textbooks and articles [24-28]. Preliminary research indicated that LDA is a fast and computationally cheapidentification algorithm that gives an acceptable classification performance. In our situation,the LDA model consists of two eigenvectors that define a two-dimensional LDA space.Multiplication of the LDA eigenvectors with the mini-spectra (measured from unknownobjects) obtains coordinates in LDA space, as demonstrated in Figure 1a. Three well-separatedmaterial fractions are visible if the complete near-infrared spectra are used. If the number ofwavelength regions is reduced to obtain mini-spectra (Figure 1b), the fractions are not wellseparated, because a cluster overlap is present. The application of modified SNVpreprocessing on the mini-spectra improves the fraction-separation (Figure 1c), but a smallcluster overlap remains. Due to the cluster overlap, some misclassifications are expected. TheMahalanobis distance is used to calculate the probability that an unknown object belongs toone of the three fractions [29-31]. The Mahalanobis distance takes the shape of the consideredcluster into account. In Figure 1a, cluster 1 has an oval shape, so the Mahalanobis distanceconsidered along linear discriminant axis 1 is smaller than the Mahalanobis distanceconsidered along linear discriminant axis 2. An unknown object is always identified with thematerial cluster to which it has the smallest Mahalanobis distance.
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Figure 1: Examples of three LDA plots. Plot a depicts the transformation of complete near-infrared spectra toLDA space and the visualization of the three demolition waste fractions. Graph b shows the threefractions if the mini-spectra are converted to LDA space without any preprocessing. Picture cdisplays the three fractions after the application of modified SNV preprocessing on the mini-spectra.Explanation of the numbers in the LDA plot: (1) wood, (2) plastic, and (3) stone.
Influence of Wavelength Selection and Data Preprocessingon Near-Infrared-Based Classification of Demolition Waste 272.2.2. Wavelength selectionSimulated Annealing (SA) is used to find the six optimum wavelength regions for eachconsidered preprocessing technique [32,33]. The LDA classification criterion, the number ofobjects that are incorrectly identified corresponding to the currently selected wavelengthregions, is minimized. The strength of SA is its ability to escape from local optima and tofind the global optimum. During the search procedure, there is a probability that a worse setof six wavelength regions will be accepted. This can lead to another search direction in thespace of possible solutions. SA will not always be able to escape from a local optimum, soit is necessary to verify the final results. Therefore, SA needs to be executed several times(e.g. five times) with different sets of six starting wavelength regions. SA should be able torepeatedly find the same set of six optimal wavelength regions (not always due to thestochastic search process, but certainly in the majority of trials).2.2.3. PreprocessingPreprocessing techniques can be applied in two different ways: preprocessing pervariable (the six wavelength regions) or preprocessing per object (the mini-spectra). Manyunknown objects will be measured by the resulting system. It is not feasible to applypreprocessing on the variables because the values can differ much from object to object. Itwas decided that the preprocessing techniques would be performed on the individual objects.In the ideal situation, objects that consist of identical materials will have comparable mini-spectra after preprocessing, thus enhancing the identification performance.Below, most preprocessing techniques and their corresponding formulas are discussed.In the formulas, x  is the mini-spectrum that is processed; x  is the kth data point; í  is thei       i,k      imean; x  is the minimum reflectance value, x  is the maximum reflectance value; x  isi,min      i,max      iTthe transpose vector; f  refers to the wavelength of the kth filter; and N is the number ofkvariables (N-1 represents the degrees of freedom).2.2.3.1. SNV preprocessingSNV preprocessing is presented in Equation 2.1 [1,19,22]:
(2.1)
SNV preprocessing is identical to autoscaling [30], except that it is performed per object(instead of per variable); the mean of the mini-spectrum is set to zero and the area under themini-spectrum is set to one.One important problem that occurs with SNV preprocessing is the occurrence of asingular variance-covariance matrix during the computation of the LDA eigenvectors. Twopossible solutions are investigated. The first one is a slight modification of the SNV algorithmthat prevents the problematic variance-covariance matrix from becoming singular. Themodification is presented in Equation 2.2:
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(2.2)
Here, í  is added to the original SNV preprocessing formula. As a result, the mean of theimodified SNV preprocessed mini-spectrum is no longer zero, but has a positive shift equalto the mean value of the mini-spectrum.The Ridge regression approach is applied as a second alternative to solve the singularmatrix problem. In Ridge regression, small numbers are added to the diagonal of themeasurement matrix to enable calculation of the regression coefficients [30]. The smaller theadded numbers, the closer the regression coefficients will come to the real desiredcoefficients. This approach is extended in the following way. The minimum value W of theproblematic variance-covariance matrix is determined. To the diagonal of the problematicvariance-covariance matrix, 0.0001*W is added. The factor 0.0001 and the use of theminimum value W are chosen arbitrarily.2.2.3.2. DetrendingDetrending is usually applied after SNV preprocessing to remove the baseline drift[1,21,22]. It is a straightforward method: fit a (polynomial) line through the considered(mini)-spectrum and subtract this line. As a result, the slope in the baseline is removed.2.2.3.3. Range scalingRange scaling sets the minimum reflectance value to zero and the maximumreflectance value to one according to Equation 2.3 [23,28]:
(2.3)
2.2.3.4. Norm scalingNorm scaling sets the length of vector (mini-spectrum) x  to one according toiEquation 2.4 [28]:
(2.4)
2.2.3.5. NormalizationNormalization sets the ranges of all mini-spectra to approximately the same scale [1].The formula is presented in Equation 2.5:
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(2.5)
2.2.3.6. First derivativesFirst derivatives remove the baseline drift because the drift (slope) is converted to anoffset that subsequently is removed by applying mean centering [1,18,20,21,23]. The utilizedformula for the first derivative is given in Equation 2.6:
k = [1, ..., 5]          (2.6)The factors f  are used to correct for the not-equally-spaced wavelength regions (thekdifference between two successive data points remain one). Important drawbacks of takingthe first derivative are the inflation of noise and the reduction of the number of data points(from 6 to 5).2.2.3.7. Minimum shift correctionThis approach is an alternative method for mean centering: the mean value is notsubtracted, but the minimum value is subtracted. Consequently, the lowest value of the mini-spectrum is set to zero, which prevents matrix singularities. The minimum shift correction ispresented in Equation 2.7: (2.7)
2.3. Materials and methods2.3.1. SpecificationsThe current investigation, called the AUTOSORT project, investigates the automationof sorting processes. More specifically, the current goal is the separation of demolition wasteinto three fractions. The wood fraction consists of (un)treated wood, paper, and cardboardwith a required success rate (purity) of 90-95%. The plastic fraction contains all kinds ofplastics (foils as well as hard plastic packaging) with a required success rate of 80-90%. Thestone fraction is the remaining demolition waste: stone, glass, ceramics, and so on (no puritydefined).2.3.2. DataTo find the six optimum wavelength regions for each preprocessing technique, it isnecessary to measure a representative set of complete near-infrared reflectance spectra first.Representative dry samples were collected at the sites of two demolition waste processingplants: Erdbau (Lagundo, Italy) and VAM (Wijster, the Netherlands). In total, 645 objectswere collected at Erdbau and 634 objects were collected at VAM. Complete near-infrared
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reflectance spectra were measured in a wavelength range of 1154-1700 nm (stored in 224measurement points). The simulated annealing program is adapted to copy six wavelengthregions (width: approximately 10 nm; five measurement points) out of the complete spectrafor further processing.The measured spectra were visually inspected on dissimilarities, such as flat orpeculiarly shaped spectra [34]. Furthermore, the Mahalanobis distance was used to check foroutliers [34]. This approach resulted in the removal of possible incorrect spectra, leaving 1245spectra: 291 wood fraction spectra, 191 plastic fraction spectra, and 763 stone fraction spectra.It is unknown to which extent this distribution corresponds to the practical situation, becausethe practical fraction distribution varies substantially, i.e., in time and per location.During the measurements, the complete spectra were on-line corrected for the darkcurrent and divided by a reference spectrum according to Equation 2.8 [12]: (2.8)where x  is the corrected complete near-infrared reflectance spectrum of object i; R  isi           i,measuredthe measured near-infrared reflectance spectrum of object i before the correction; Rdark,measuredis the spectroscopic dark current signal measured directly before the object measurement;R  is a measured near-infrared reflectance spectrum of Teflon®; and R  is thereference          dark,referencedark current that was measured directly before the reference measurement. Teflon® is usedbecause it reflects all wavelengths almost equally back in the measured wavelength region.To include as much discriminatory information as possible, we used all availablespectra (1245 objects) for the selection of the optimal wavelength regions by simulatedannealing (see Figure 2). After the selection of the optimal wavelength regions, a newvalidation procedure was used to calculate the classification performance. In the newvalidation procedure, the full set of spectra is randomly divided into a training and test set(see Figure 2). This was performed for each of the material fractions. The training setcontains 621 samples (145 wood, 95 plastic, and 381 stone). The test set contains theremaining 624 objects. Each fraction in the test set has just one object more as compared tothe training set. Figure 2 depicts how the mini-spectra are extracted from the completespectra. The mini-spectra in the training set are used to calculate an LDA model. This LDAmodel is tested with the mini-spectra contained in the test set. The classification results of thetest set are presented in this paper.2.3.3. Simulated AnnealingThe SA settings are presented in Table 1 [32].Table 1: Simulated annealing settings.Initial control parameter 10Cooling schedule Geometric, =0.95Exit Markov chain Minimum number of transitions: 1000Exit simulated annealing Minimum control parameter: 0.0005Acceptance criterion MetropolisMaximum number of attemps to generate new parameters 1000Probability that a parameter is allowed to change 0.25
Maximum length Markov chain: 2000Minimum acceptance ratio: 0
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Figure 2: A schematic overview of the wavelength regions extraction from the complete spectra (224 variables)to obtain the mini-spectra (six variables). For each preprocessing technique, simulated annealingis applied on all 1245 complete spectra to find the six optimal wavelength regions with the lowestsimulated annealing criterion (thus having high discrimination power). The obtained wavelengthregions are extracted from the complete spectra (224 variables) to obtain the mini-spectra (sixvariables) in both the training and test set. The training and test sets were randomly createdbeforehand.Most settings are known from the literature, but the maximum number of attempts togenerate new parameters needs more explanation. SA tries to randomly change the currentlyselected six wavelength regions. As a result, it is possible that nonexisting wavelength regionsare selected or that wavelength regions have not changed at all. It is checked maximally 1000times (Table 1) whether the new wavelength regions are acceptable. The probability that awavelength region is altered is 0.25 (Table 1), meaning that only one or two wavelengthregions actually may have changed. The idea behind this approach is the prevention ofinformation loss if all wavelength regions are allowed to change. Furthermore, the controlparameter (another term for the temperature in SA) is included in the generation of newwavelength regions, which is unusual. The control parameter is included to allow largewavelength region changes at the initiation of the SA run and small wavelength regionchanges at the end (hence, a global search at the initialization becomes increasingly localduring the SA run).The minimization criterion for SA is the LDA classification error. The SA criterionis based on all 1245 spectra (see Figure 2). After the selection of the wavelength regions, aprocedure with training and test sets is used to calculate the classification performance.During the SA run, many sets of different wavelength regions are tested. The SA criterionis calculated as follows:1. Acquire mini-spectra by extracting a set of wavelength regions from the 1245 completespectra.2. Make an LDA model with these mini-spectra.3. Calculate the LDA classification error (in percents) to obtain the fraction impurities.4. Arrive at the final SA criterion, which is the sum of the fraction impurities.
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The wavelength shift that will maximally occur is approximately 6 nm to lowerwavelength. One wavelength region is approximately 10 nm wide, so some overlap remains.Nevertheless, it is necessary to include the wavelength shift in the SA criterion. Thewavelength shift is included as follows:1. Calculate the SA criterion for each fraction without wavelength shift.2. Calculate the SA criterion for each fraction with wavelength shift. This is done byextracting the mini-spectra at the maximally shifted wavelength regions from thecompletely measured spectra.3. Arrive at the final SA criterion, which is the mean of the two SA criteria.2.3.4. Hardware and softwareMatlab is used for the computations in the classification procedure [35]. SATFO is theapplied simulated annealing toolbox, which is written in ANSI C [36]. The extraction of themini-spectra, integration of LDA, and final classification are integrated in SATFO using theMatcom compiler (version 2), which is written in C++ [37,38]. For the integration, Matlabcode is adjusted to fit in the simulated annealing program and compiled with the Matcomcompiler. The final simulated annealing application, as well as the Matcom compiler andlibraries, is compiled with the use of the GNU gcc/g++ compiler, version 2.7.1. Allcalculations were performed on a SUN ULTRA 1 using Solaris 2 as the operating system.
2.4. Results and discussionFour criteria are available to determine the best preprocessing technique:1. SA Reproducibility of the selected wavelength regions for the same preprocessingtechnique.2. Similarity between the selected wavelength regions of the different preprocessingtechniques.3. Classification performance with and without wavelength shift.4. Classification performance on the reflectance R versus log(1/R).10The results for each criterion will be presented and discussed in the paragraphs below.2.4.1. SA Reproducibility of the Selected Wavelength Regions for the Same PreprocessingTechniqueFigure 3 presents the selected wavelength regions for each considered preprocessingtechnique regarding the reflectance R and log(1/R), respectively. The information in Figure103 does not include the SA criterion itself. However, if the selected wavelength regions are notreproducible, this is indicated with a note. Irreproducible sets of wavelength ranges indicatea difficult solution space with many sub-optima, making it hard to find a stable solution. Ifwavelength regions are not reproducible, the best performing sets (having the lowest SAcriterion for the considered preprocessing technique) are presented.
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Influence of Wavelength Selection and Data Preprocessingon Near-Infrared-Based Classification of Demolition Waste 33Figure 3 shows that detrending, first derivatives, mean centering, minimum shiftcorrection, no preprocessing, normalization, and norm scaling do not yield reproduciblewavelength regions. In the following efforts, these preprocessing techniques are discarded.
Figure 3: A plot of the optimal wavelength regions for each preprocessing technique for the reflectance R andlog(1/R). The wavelength regions are presented as small black strokes. Each preprocessing10technique is labeled on the vertical axis, and the wavelength regions (in nanometers) are plotted onthe horizontal axis. The characters between parentheses indicate the following: (a) After computationof the first derivative, mean centering and the Ridge regression approach have been applied. (b) TheRidge regression approach has been applied to overcome matrix singularity problems. (c) Themaximal possible wavelength range (1700 nm) is slightly exceeded. (d) The selection of the optimalwavelength regions was not reproducible.2.4.2. Similarity between the Selected Wavelength Regions of the Different PreprocessingTechniquesThe different SNV variants and range scaling have almost identical selectedwavelength regions (differences of a few nm are ignored). Remarkable for these preprocessingtechniques is the selection of wavelength regions in the lower range: wavelength regionsabove 1500 nm are not selected; thus water peaks are excluded. All other preprocessingtechniques select wavelength regions in the larger range. Mean centering and no preprocessinghave almost identical wavelength regions. The remaining preprocessing techniques have
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different selected wavelength regions or have differences between the reflectance R andlog(1/R).10 The selection of similar wavelength regions for different preprocessing techniquesindicates that these regions provide the most discriminative information, regardless of theapplied preprocessing technique. The measured objects were dry, so the water peak has littleinfluence on the selected wavelength regions. However, objects can be wet in the finaldemolition waste processing plant. Therefore, preprocessing techniques that yield selectedwavelength regions that overlap with water peaks should be discarded.2.4.3. Classification Performance with and without Wavelength ShiftTables 2 and 3 show the classification results for the reflectance R and log(1/R),10respectively. As an example, the classification results are presented for detrending using thereflectance R in Table 4. The first row displays how the wooden objects of the test set areclassified (in percents). The second row displays this for the plastic fraction, and the third rowshows that for the stone fraction. Of the wooden objects, 91.10% are correctly classified aswood. However, 6.16% of the wooden objects are incorrectly classified as plastic and 2.74%of the wooden objects are classified as stone. The goal of the separation process is to obtainmaterial fractions that are as pure as possible in each waste container. So we are interestednot in the row-wise classification performance, but in the column-wise classificationperformance. Each column represents the resulting content of a waste container for one kindof material. The purity for the wood container is calculated as follows: 100% - (((1.04% +3.93%) / (1.04% + 3.93% + 91.10%)) * 100%) = 94.83%.Looking at Tables 2 and 3, it can be concluded that small differences exists for theclassification results with and without wavelength shift. This outcome is caused for tworeasons. First, the wavelength shift is small and overlaps with the intended wavelength region.Second, the SA criterion explicitly includes the wavelength shift effect, thus minimizing theclassification errors.Table 2: Classification results for each preprocessing technique. The reflectance R is the input for thepreprocessing and LDA classification techniques. The fraction purities with and without wavelengthshift are presented (expressed in percentages). See the text for further details.Preprocessing without wavelength shift with wavelength shifttechnique wood plastic stone wood plastic stoneDetrending 94.83 87.27 95.88 95.84 90.66 94.36First derivative 97.52 89.47 95.36 96.19 88.30 96.29Mean centering 96.98 88.19 95.26 96.71 90.79 95.40Minimum shift 96.69 86.74 96.25 96.71 89.57 96.37No preprocessing 94.91 87.96 95.26 96.17 91.69 95.82Normalization 97.10 86.88 95.42 97.36 85.43 96.08Norm scaling 99.16 90.48 94.80 97.75 88.91 90.89Range scaling 97.60 98.08 94.31 93.80 98.44 96.22SNV+Ridge 97.91 97.24 96.52 94.76 98.12 97.16SNV (modified) 97.92 96.20 96.14 96.42 97.47 96.12SNV+detrending 97.91 97.24 96.52   94.76 98.12 97.16
Influence of Wavelength Selection and Data Preprocessingon Near-Infrared-Based Classification of Demolition Waste 35Table 3: Classification results for each preprocessing technique. The log (base 10) of the inverse reflectance,log(1/R), is the input for the preprocessing and LDA classification techniques. The fraction purities10with and without wavelength shift are presented (expressed in percentages). See the text for furtherdetails.Preprocessing without wavelength shift with wavelength shifttechnique wood plastic stone wood plastic stoneDetrending 79.14 96.76 93.99 86.05 91.18 94.83First derivative 97.61 84.29 96.41 99.04 80.53 96.76Mean centering 98.79 81.98 96.00 98.77 80.70 94.94Minimum shift 99.39 84.43 96.82 99.69 80.82 97.11No preprocessing 94.32 84.76 94.77 98.75 75.84 96.03Normalization 95.82 68.20 100.0 96.49 65.55 99.08Norm scaling 90.03 84.90 83.67 97.09 82.29 88.42Range scaling 97.62 97.85 95.90 94.63 96.16 97.21SNV+Ridge 97.14 96.62 98.22 95.17 97.05 97.15SNV (modified) 97.91 96.86 92.61 98.15 97.05 95.55SNV+detrending 97.14 96.62 98.22 95.17 97.05 97.15Table 4: Classification results for detrending on the reflectance R. The results with and without wavelength shiftare presented (expressed in percentages).  See the text for further details.without wavelength shift with wavelength shiftwood plastic stone wood plastic stonewood 91.1 6.16 2.74 90.41 6.16 3.42plastic 1.04 97.92 1.04 0 97.92 2.08stone 3.93 8.12 87.96 3.93 3.93 92.15purity 94.83 87.27 95.88 95.84 90.66 94.362.4.4. Classification Performance on the Reflectance R versus log(1/R)Considering Tables 2 and 3, it can be concluded that the reflectance R globally givesbetter classification results than log(1/R), which is also beneficial for the computational10speed. The log flattens the obtained mini-spectra, thus removing some spectral information10that makes the identification of these spectra more difficult.
2.5. DiscussionConsidering the best classification performances for the reflectance R (Table 2) andthe four criteria that are discussed above, the SNV variants and range scaling are the bestperforming preprocessing techniques. The classification performance of the plastic fractionbenefits most of the preprocessing, but the wood fraction is also better classified.Preprocessing has little influence on the classification performance of the stone fraction,
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which, however, is acceptable in all cases. The classification improvement appears to beminor, but the objects near-infrared reflectance spectra are measured under ideal laboratorycircumstances. Furthermore, the same spectra are used to determine the optimal wavelengthregions per preprocessing technique. In the practical situation, measurements are performedunder industrial conditions. Without applying any preprocessing technique, the performanceof the final system might be unacceptable or close to the acceptation limits. We tried tocompensate for this expected drop in performance by using a suitable preprocessing technique.Identical classification results are found if SNV (Ridge regression approach) resultswith or without detrending are compared (Table 2), indicating that detrending has no effecton the classification performance. A mini-spectrum consists of only six wavelengths, and theshape is important for the classification. If only six wavelengths are present, detrending doesnot really change the shape of the mini-spectrum; hence the zero classification effect.Modified SNV preprocessing gives the best classification performance. Range scalingand the other SNV variants give worse fraction purities for wood, especially in the presenceof wavelength shift  (range scaling: 93.80%, modified SNV preprocessing: 96.42%, Table 2).The classification demands are most strict for the wood fraction, so modified SNVpreprocessing is the best technique to apply. It was expected that SNV (Ridge regressionapproach) would be the better choice. Initially, the added offset is considered to be unwanted,but it may contain additional information. Why some preprocessing techniques perform sowell, while others do not, is discussed below.2.5.1. SNV Preprocessing and Range ScalingAll SNV variants perform very well because they apply a specific correction on theindividual near-infrared spectra; offsets in mini-spectra are corrected, and different areas undermini-spectra are set to unity (division by the spectral standard deviation). The removal of theindividual spectral offsets adjusts the mean of each mini-spectrum to zero, thus removing thevertical spread of different mini-spectra. The area of each individual mini-spectrum is set tounity, so mini-spectra with large peaks are reduced and mini-spectra with small peaks areenlarged. Mini-spectra that have identical shapes but differ in peak sizes will be identical afterthe area correction, thus enhancing the classification performance. Range scaling works verywell for similar reasons (see Equation 3); an offset is subtracted to set the smallest peak inthe mini-spectrum to 0 and an area correction is performed to let all mini-spectra peaks fitbetween 0 and 1 (thus restricting the areas under the mini-spectra).2.5.2. Norm Scaling and NormalizationThese preprocessing techniques perform an area correction, but do not subtract anoffset. As a result, a worse classification performance is obtained because the vertical spreadbetween the mini-spectra is not removed. Furthermore, the area under a mini-spectrumdepends on the offset, so a substantial offset highly influences the preprocessing effect (theresult is a flat mini-spectrum).2.5.3. DetrendingThe effect is negligible: the mini-spectra contain only six data points, so the shape ofthe mini-spectra will not significantly change.
Influence of Wavelength Selection and Data Preprocessingon Near-Infrared-Based Classification of Demolition Waste 372.5.4. First DerivativeThe considered mini-spectra have only six wavelength regions, which is expected andturned out to be not enough to separate spectral effects from trends. The mini-spectra containsudden changes; for instance, one data point to the left is a negative peak compared to thecurrent positive peak. This strong change will result in a peak in the first-derivative mini-spectrum. However, this pattern continues for the whole mini-spectrum because only sixstrongly varying data points are available. As a result, the first derivative does not correct forthe spectral trend. Furthermore, one data point is lost due to taking the first derivative, whichdestabilizes the LDA classification algorithm.2.5.5. Mean Centering and the Minimum Shift CorrectionThese preprocessing techniques do not function, because only an offset correction isperformed and not a correction on the area under the mini-spectra. The vertical spread in theshapes of the different mini-spectra is removed, but the peak height differences between mini-spectra are not removed. Large peaks and small peaks are not corrected, so a diverse set ofmini-spectra remains.
2.6. ConclusionIt has been shown that near-infrared spectroscopy is a suitable technique to separatedemolition waste into wood, plastic, and stone fractions. It is even possible to reducecomplete near-infrared spectra to so-called mini-spectra that have only six wavelength regions,while the classification demands are still obtained. LDA is a suitable and fast classificationtechnique to perform the separation, and its performance is enhanced by applyingpreprocessing. Simulated annealing works well for selecting the optimum wavelength regionsfor the different preprocessing techniques.SNV preprocessing and range scaling give the best classification improvement. SNVpreprocessing corrects for specific scattering effects. The mean of each individual mini-spectrum is set to zero (mean centering), so identical mini-spectra that differ only in thevertical position will be the same after the correction. Furthermore, the area under eachindividual mini-spectrum is set to unity. Two identical mini-spectra that differ only in peakheights will be the same after the correction. It is the combination of these two correctionsteps that gives the best classification results. Mini-spectra that originate from the samematerials will be approximately the same after SNV preprocessing, thus enhancing theclassification performance. Range scaling performs a similar correction. The minimum peakof each mini-spectrum is set to zero, and the peaks of each individual mini-spectrum are fittedbetween 0 and 1. Many of the other investigated preprocessing techniques use only one ofthe two steps that were previously described. As a result, their performance is worse or evenunacceptable.First derivatives and detrending could not be applied, because mini-spectra are used.A mini-spectrum contains only six data points, which makes it impossible for the firstderivative to separate spectral effects from trends. Furthermore, an unwanted first-derivativeeffect is the loss of one data point, reducing the six data points to five, which is not enoughto perform a stable LDA classification. If detrending is applied, only six data points arepresent, so the shape of the mini-spectrum will not really change after this preprocessing
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technique is performed.Finally, modified SNV preprocessing is the best preprocessing technique. Themodification is the addition of the mean spectral value after the application of standard SNVpreprocessing. The mean spectral value contains some additional information that is used bythe LDA algorithm to improve the classification performance. The influence of the so-calledwavelength shift effect can be discarded because it is minimal. Furthermore, using thereflectance R instead of log(1/R) gives slightly better classification results. The log(1/R)10        10flattens the mini-spectrum, making it more difficult to perform a correct classification.
2.7. ProspectsThis paper presents the six optimal wavelength regions, the selection of the bestpreprocessing technique, and the final classification algorithm. The next step was theconstruction of a prototype sensor according to the determined specifications. This prototypesensor was validated at a location on a demolition waste plant site, so the validation wasperformed under real industrial circumstances. Some modifications to the sensor and furthertesting were necessary. These validation results will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
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Chapter 3
Selecting a Representative Training Setfor the Classification of Demolition WasteUsing Remote NIR sensing
AbstractIn the AUTOSORT project, the goal is the separation of demolition waste in threefractions: wood, plastics, and stone. A remote near-infrared sensor measures reducedreflectance spectra (mini-spectra) of objects. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is used forthe classification of these spectra. To obtain the LDA-model, a representative training set isneeded. New LDA-models will be regularly needed for recalibrations. Small training sets willsave a lot of labour and additional costs.Two object selection methods are investigated: the Kennard-Stone algorithm and astatistical test procedure. Training sets are acquired from which the mini-spectra are usedto obtain LDA-models. In the training sets, the object amounts and their ratios are varied.Two object ratios are applied: the ratios as they occur in the complete data set and theequalized ratios.The Kennard-Stone selection algorithm is the preferred method. It gives a unique listof objects, mainly sampled at the cluster borders: partial cluster overlap is better defined.This is in contradiction with the sets of objects, accepted by the statistical test procedure:those objects tend to occur around the fraction means. This is a drawback for theclassification performance: some accepted training sets are unacceptable. The ratios betweenthe fraction amounts are not important, but equal fraction amounts are preferred. Selecting25 objects for each fraction should be suitable.
P.J. de Groot, G.J. Postma, W.J. Melssen, L.M.C. Buydens;Selecting a Representative Training Set for the Classificationof Demolition Waste Using Remote NIR Sensing,Anal. Chim. Acta 392 (1999) 67.
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3.1. IntroductionThe AUTOSORT project, funded by the European Community, investigates theautomation of sorting processes. Its goal is the separation of demolition waste into threefractions: wood, plastic, and stone. A requirement is that initial pretreatment of the wasteobjects must not be necessary. Furthermore, the separation must be robust, rapid, safe, andsuitable for remote sensing. Several studies on the identification of plastics, for instance theSIRIUS project [1-4], indicate that near-infrared spectroscopy meets these demands. To obtainfast discriminations, reduction of the full near-infrared reflectance spectra is necessary tospeed up the calculations. Previous research indicated that six near-infrared wavelengthregions are convenient to discriminate plastics from household waste [1,5]. It is investigatedsuccessfully whether the same approach can be applied in discriminating among the threedemolition waste fractions [6]. A specially constructed remote near-infrared reflectance sensormeasures the reduced spectra [7]. The reduced spectra are called mini-spectra. LinearDiscriminant Analysis (LDA), based on the mini-spectra, is the applied classification(discrimination) algorithm.The best approach for obtaining the LDA-model is to measure a large training set ofrepresentative real-world objects. Two demolition waste processing plants have utilized theirknowledge and experience to obtain a large, representative set of real-world demolition wasteobjects. New LDA-models will be needed frequently: the remote NIR reflectance sensor getsolder (its response changes), the demolition waste fractions can change in composition, andNIR lamps need to be replaced regularly. It will save labour and additional costs if smallamounts of representative training objects can be used to obtain new LDA-models. Theserepresentative training objects can also function as quality control samples to monitor theclassification performance, to detect system failures, and to adjust for small variations in thesensor response. This paper focuses on how to reduce the large, representative set of the real-world demolition waste objects without losing too much classification power. The amountsof the selected objects and the ratios between the different fractions are also considered.The definition of a representative training set is: the classification performance mustbe similar to the performance using a large, representative, data set of real-world samples.Several object selection methods are available [11-14], but this paper evaluates two potentiallyuseful methods on how to obtain such a set of small and representative objects: the Kennard-Stone algorithm and the statistical test procedure [8-10].
3.2. Theory3.2.1. Linear Discriminant AnalysisLinear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a supervised discrimination method based onminimizing the pooled variance within the material fractions and maximizing the variancebetween the material fractions simultaneously [15-19]. Measuring a representative training set,i.e. a set of near-infrared mini-spectra of the different object fractions, is needed to obtain theLDA-model. This LDA-model reduces the dimensionality of the objects in the training set bytransforming those objects to a new LDA-space. It is possible to visualize this LDA-space ifonly 1, 2, or 3 dimensions are defined. By applying the obtained LDA-model, the mini-spectra of unknown objects can also be transformed to the LDA-space. This enables theirvisual interpretation: in LDA-space, unknown objects that are similar to those in the training
Selecting a Representative Training Set for the Classificationof Demolition Waste Using Remote NIR sensing 43set are plotted in the same region.The application of LDA enables the use of a lookup-table. The LDA-model convertsthe measured training set into coordinates in LDA-space. It is possible to lay a grid over thispredefined LDA-space to obtain discrete coordinates, which can function as table entries. Inthe AUTOSORT situation, the table entries contain three probabilities: the probability that ameasured unknown object belongs to the fractions wood, plastic, or stone. Furthermore, thetransformations to LDA-space and lookup-table coordinates can be combined to a singletransformation, thus reducing calculation times. The training set is not only used to obtain theLDA-model, but also to calculate the lookup-table. LDA inherently assumes that the three fraction variances are about the same, so thatthey can be pooled. This assumption is not fulfilled for the AUTOSORT situation. Otherclassification methods exist that do not have this assumption, such as Quadratic DiscriminantAnalysis (QDA) or neural networks [15-17]. There are several reasons why LDA is applieddespite the assumption violation. First, a similar separation problem was available: theidentification of plastics in household waste [2]. It was successfully solved by applying LDAin combination with the Mahalanobis distance [2]. The LDA-model transforms the measuredtraining set into LDA-space, but the Mahalanobis distance is used to obtain the three fractionprobabilities: the variance of each separate material fraction is incorporated. With thisapproach, good classification and validation results were obtained. Second, the classificationis performed on-line. On-line processing introduces a time restriction, which can be solvedby applying a lookup-table. Third, LDA is robust to the violation of its inherent assumption[18]. The last reason for applying LDA is visualisation: the measured objects are projectedinto LDA-space, visualizing the three fractions and, if present, the partial overlap. 3.2.2. Mahalanobis distanceThe Mahalanobis distance is used to perform the final classification [8,20]. In LDA-space, the three distances from an object to the center of each material fraction is calculated.The fraction shapes are taken into account by including the variance-covariance matrix ofeach fraction. The object is classified to the fraction with the nearest Mahalanobis distance.It can be concluded that a correction is performed for the inherent LDA assumption that thevariance-covariance matrix of each fraction should be about the same.3.2.3. Kennard-Stone algorithmThe Kennard-Stone (KS) algorithm maximizes the minimal Euclidean distances betweenalready selected objects and the remaining objects. This algorithm has proven to be useful[8,9]. The KS algorithm is depicted in Figure 1, where the object selection rules are:1. Select the two most distant objects (indicated with the boxes) using the Euclidean distancemeasure (1 and 2 in the upper picture);2. For each remaining object, store the shortest Euclidean distances (the arrows) in a distancelist with the corresponding object number (the figure in the middle);3. From the shortest distances list, select the object with the maximum distance (object 4).This procedure is repeated until enough objects are selected. For instance, the KSalgorithm can be used to split the data set in two equal parts: a training set (the Kennard-Stone objects) and a reference set (the remaining objects). A drawback of Kennard-Stone is
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the sensitivity for outliers, which deteriorates the whole object selection procedure: theoutmost remote objects are selected first. It is not necessary to start the KS algorithm withthe two most distant objects. Alternatively, the starting objects are free to choose, butselecting the initial KS objects should be considered carefully: select distant objects, but notoutliers.
Figure 1: Schematic overview of the principle of the Kennard-Stone object selection. The top image displaysthe two initially selected objects (indicated with the boxes) that are farthest away. The figure in themiddle displays the shortest Euclidean distances from already selected objects to those not selected.The bottom image depicts the selection of the object with the largest Euclidean distance. See text formore information on this object selection algorithm.3.2.4. Statistical test procedureThe procedure starts with the random selection of subsets from the complete data set.The statistical tests check whether these subsets obey certain rules:1. The variance-covariance matrix of the randomly selected subset must be equal to thevariance-covariance matrix of the complete data set. A generalized Bartlett's test is appliedfor this comparison [8,10].2. The mean of the randomly selected subset must be equal to the mean of the complete dataset. The Hotelling T -test is applied to check the means [10,19].2In [10], the statistical test procedure is based on calibration samples. It is investigatedwhether this procedure can also be used for object selection. If a subset passes the statisticaltest procedure, this subset becomes a training set.
Selecting a Representative Training Set for the Classificationof Demolition Waste Using Remote NIR sensing 453.3. Experimental3.3.1. SpecificationsThe goal of the E.C. supported AUTOSORT project is the separation of demolitionwaste in three fractions. The wood fraction consists of (un)treated wood, paper, and cardboardwith a required success rate (purity) of 90-95%. The plastic fraction contains all kinds ofplastic (e.g. foils or plastic tubes, but also plastic bottles) with a required success rate of 80-90%. The stone fraction is the remaining demolition waste: stone, glass, ceramics, etc. Forthe stone fraction, no success rate has been defined, but it should be as good as possible: ifthe wood and plastic fractions are within the success rates, but the stone fraction containsmany wood or plastic, the separation performance is considered as unacceptable. 3.3.2. DataThe samples were collected at the demolition waste processing plants of Erdbau(Meran/Merano, Italy) and VAM (Wijster, Netherlands). It is assumed that the samplesrepresent the real-world ratio among the three waste fractions. In total, 645 objects werecollected at Erdbau and 634 objects were collected at VAM.To obtain the six most discriminatory wavelengths for the LDA classificationalgorithm, complete near-infrared reflectance spectra were measured [6]. The measurementswere performed by ICB (Münster, Germany). The measured spectra were immediatelycorrected for the dark current and divided by a reference spectrum (the reference spectrumwas also corrected for the dark current), see the following Equation: (3.1)where x  represents the corrected reflectance spectrum, R  is the raw measured reflectancei      measuredspectrum, R  is the raw dark current spectrum, and R  is the raw reflectance spectrumdark        referenceof the reference material [1,2,5]. The spectra are measured in the wavelength range of 1154-1700 nm. The corrected full reflectance spectra x  are used for further processing.iThe corrected full reflectance spectra were visually inspected on anomalous effects andthe Mahalanobis distance was used to check for outliers [21]. This resulted in the removal of34 spectra, leaving 1245 spectra. From these 1245 spectra, 291 spectra belong to the woodfraction, 191 spectra belong to the plastic fraction, and 763 spectra belong to the stonefraction.The LDA classification model is based on mini-spectra. Awaiting the construction ofthe special sensor, the full near-infrared reflectance spectra are reduced to the six mostdiscriminatory wavelengths [6]. The full near-infrared reflectance spectra have 224 datapoints, covering a wavelength range of 1154-1700 nm. From the six data points, belongingto the six most discriminatory wavelengths, five adjacent data points were extracted to obtainsimulated mini-spectra. Five adjacent data points correspond to a filter width of approximately10 nm.To correct for the near-infrared multiplicative scattering effects, a modified SNVpreprocessing technique is applied [6]. Near-infrared scattering effects are mostly due todifferent processes at an object's surface: not only selective absorption occurs, but alsoselective scattering [22]. This scattering is related to particle size, position, shape, orientationstate, and so on [23]. Furthermore, the scattering effect depends on the wavelength: at higher
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wavelengths, the scattering effect increases. Information about the SNV scattering correctioncan be found in references [23-25]. The formula for modified SNV preprocessing is shownin the following Equation: (3.2)
where x  is the SNV preprocessed mini-spectrum x , x  is the n -data point of the mini-i,SNV      i  i,n thspectrum x , í  the mean of mini-spectrum i, and n is the number of variables (n-1 representsi  ithe degrees of freedom). All object selections are performed on modified SNV preprocessedmini-spectra.3.3.3. Strategy to obtain and evaluate the training setsTo validate different training sets, it is necessary to have a reference set. Figure 2depicts that every material fraction is randomly divided in two parts: the data set of 1245objects is split in two smaller data sets: sets 1 and 2. Set 1 is arbitrarily used as the selectionset, while the remaining set (set 2) is used as a reference. Both sets 1 and 2 do not change:all objects in the reference set (set 2) are always used to validate the LDA-models, while theselection set (set 1) is always used for the object selection for the different training sets.These training sets are used to obtain the LDA-models and lookup-tables. Because set 1 has621 objects and set 2 has 624 objects, both data sets (sets 1 and 2) are considered to berepresentative to the original data set of 1245 objects.
Figure 2: Schematic overview of how the selection and reference sets are obtained. The real-world data set,which contains 1245 spectra of real demolition waste objects, is randomly split in two sets: set 1 (theselection set) and set 2 (the reference set). The selection set is used to obtain the training sets, whilethe reference set is used for evaluation purposes.
Selecting a Representative Training Set for the Classificationof Demolition Waste Using Remote NIR sensing 47The object selection procedures for obtaining the training sets are presented in Figure3. The Kennard-Stone (KS) algorithm is a hierarchical procedure that selects a unique list oftraining objects of each fraction: respecting the required fraction amounts, more or lessobjects are selected. The training sets are obtained by combining the three separate fractions.The statistical test procedure starts with the random object selection for each fraction. Figure3 depicts that the statistical tests (these are applied after the random object selection) areperformed four times: one test is performed on each separate fraction, while the fourth testis executed on the combined fractions. The training set is accepted if all four statistical testsare passed. For identical fraction amounts, the statistical test procedure obtains many trainingsets, which is opposed to KS: KS selects always the same objects given a certain pair ofstarting objects. Because the statistical test procedure obtains many training sets, 10 sets areselected. From these 10 training sets, the classification performances are calculated and thebest and worst results are stored. The statistical tests are performed at a significance level of=5%.
Figure 3: Schematic overview of the Kennard-Stone object selection algorithm versus the object selectionaccording to the statistical test procedure. It is depicted that every material fraction is selectedseparately. Kennard-Stone selects the objects for each fraction immediately in the training set. Forthe statistical test procedure, the objects for each fraction are randomly selected. The statistical testsindicate whether a subset is accepted or not. The statistical tests are repeated for the completetraining set.
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The object amounts and ratios are varied to investigate their influence on theclassification performance. The minimum fraction amount is set to 20, which is based on acommon rule of thumb: the fraction amount must be at least 3 times the number of variables[26]. First, the object ratios are taken as they occur in the measured data set, for instance [3020 75] means: 30 objects of wood, 20 objects of plastic, and 75 objects of stone. Second,equal fraction amounts (thus equal ratios) are used because this is easier for obtaining anLDA-model. Lower fraction amounts than 20 are also investigated in order to obtain acomplete overview of the classification performances.3.3.4. Hardware and softwareMatlab 5 is used for all computations [27]. These computations are performed ona SUN ULTRA 1 with Solaris 2 as the operating system. The measurements are performedon a specially constructed near-infrared reflectance spectrophotometer based on a InGaAsdiode array. The electronic part was delivered by IKS (Jena, Germany).
3.4. Results and discussionThe results are evaluated quantitatively and visually. Below, both types of resultswill be discussed for each object selection method.3.4.1. Quantitative approachDifferent training sets are selected to obtain the LDA-models and the lookup-tables.The training sets are subsets from the selection set (set 1, see Figure 2). The performance ofthe LDA-model is always checked with the reference set (set 2). Below, descriptions aregiven of the fraction amounts that are selected for the training sets:1. All objects of the selection set (set 1).2. Varying object amounts with the original ratios (see Figure 2 for the original ratios).3. Varying object amounts with equal ratios.These experiments are done both for the Kennard-Stone algorithm and the statisticaltest procedure.3.4.2. Results of the Kennard-Stone algorithmThe Kennard-Stone classification results are presented in Table 1. In this table, thepercentages of objects are shown that are classified wrongly to either wood, plastic, or stone.The first row of Table 1 contains the reference classification performance: the LDA-modeland the lookup-table are obtained with all the objects of the selection set (see Figure 2). Thereference results indicate how the training sets, obtained with the object selection procedures,should perform.The second row uses the same fraction ratios as in the selection set (set 1), but halfof the object amounts are used ([73 48 191]). In rows 3-5, still the same fraction ratios areused, but the object amounts are further decreased. The performance increases slightly whena training set with size [73 48 191] is used, but this small increase disappears when a training
Selecting a Representative Training Set for the Classificationof Demolition Waste Using Remote NIR sensing 49set size of [30 20 75] is used. The training set with size [23 15 60] still gives an acceptableclassification result, while the training set with size [15 10 40] has an unacceptableperformance. The training sets with sizes [73  48  191], [30 20 75], and [23 15 60] aresuitable to obtain acceptable training sets. However, the total object amount is still high.In order to be independent of the actual fraction ratios (fraction amounts) when settingup the LDA-model and the lookup-table, it is investigated whether it is possible to obtain anLDA-model using equal fraction ratios: each fraction has the same amount of objects in thetraining set. The results (rows 6-13 in Table 1) show that the wood fraction fluctuates. Theclassification performance is acceptable for all object amounts, excepted the training set ofsize [10 10 10]. Selecting more or fewer objects influences the obtained LDA-model andlookup-table, which explains the differences in the classification performance.Table 1: The classification results if the Kennard-Stone algorithm is applied. The number of objects, forinstance [30 20 75], should be read as follows: 30 selected objects in the wood fraction, 20 selectedobjects in the plastic fraction, and 75 selected objects in the stone fraction. These object amounts arepresent in the training set, on which the LDA-models and the lookup-tables are based. The percentagesof objects are shown that are classified wrongly to either wood, plastic, or stone.Number of Objects Wood (%) Plastic (%) Stone (%)[145  95  381] 2.1 3.8 3.9[73  48  191] 3.8 1.9 3.8[30  20  75] 4.1 2.7 3.5[23  15  60] 6.2 2.7 3.5[15  10  40] 11.5 1.4 8.4[60  60  60] 3.8 0.3 4.7[50  50  50] 4.8 0.3 3.8[40  40  40] 7.1 1.4 2.8[30  30  30] 5.5 4.4 1.8[25  25  25] 5.7 4.7 1.8[20  20  20] 9.5 4.8 1.1[15  15  15] 6.7 3.5 3.5[10  10  10] 13.1 20.6 33.83.4.3. Results of the statistical test procedureIn Table 2, the results of the statistical test procedure are presented in the same wayas the results of the Kennard-Stone algorithm. However, Table 2 displays also the worstclassification results (marked with a *). Some of the worst training sets have an unacceptableperformance, for instance [30 20 75], [20 20 20], and [10 10 10]. However, these training setshave passed the statistical test procedure. This situation is unacceptable: all training sets thatpass the statistical test procedure are expected to give acceptable results. An explanation forthis situation may be that the object amounts are too small for this strategy.The first row in Table 2 displays the classification results when the completeselection set (set 1, see Figure 2) is used as a training set. Because no object selection hasbeen performed to obtain these results, the classification results are identical to those in Table1. Different training sets are obtained with variable object amounts. Globally, it is seen thatthe performance is variable. The worst training set of size [30 20 75] is unacceptable, whilethe worst set of size [25 25 25] is acceptable. However, these results depend on the randomly
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selected training sets: the next time that 10 randomly selected training sets pass the statisticaltests, the worst training set can be unacceptable. The statistical test procedure shows thatmany representative training sets do exist, according to the applied definition: theclassification performance should be similar to the performance using the selection set.Table 2: The classification results if the statistical test procedure is used to obtain the randomly selectedtraining sets. The number of objects, for instance [30 20 75], should be read as follows: 30 selectedobjects in the wood fraction, 20 selected objects in the plastic fraction, and 75 selected objects in thestone fraction. These object amounts are present in the training set, on which the LDA-models and thelookup-tables are based. The percentages of objects are shown that are classified wrongly to eitherwood, plastic, or stone. To obtain the results, 10 training sets are selected from which the best andworst results are stored. The best classification performances are presented in this table. The worstclassification results are also displayed. These are indicated with a star (*).Number of Objects Wood (%) Plastic (%) Stone (%)[145  95  381] 2.1 3.8 3.9[73  48  191] 2.3 4.5 2.9[73  48  191]* 3.1 2.9 7.8[30  20  75] 1.8 2.3 3.8[30  20  75]* 10.2 3.5 6.5[25  25  25] 1.8 2.1 2.4[25  25  25]* 5.3 4.8 6.1[20  20  20] 1.8 0.5 5.0[20  20  20]* 9.7 14.5 12.6[15  15  15] 3.1 0.3 2.8[15  15  15]* 5.8 15 18.3[10  10  10] 3.9 3.1 8.1[10  10  10]* 46.4 8.4 55.23.4.4. Visual resultsFigure 4 depicts a plot of the objects that are selected by the Kennard-Stone (KS)algorithm versus all remaining objects in LDA-space. In this figure, equal fraction sizes of25 objects are used (row 10 in Table 1). The drawback of KS object selection, i.e. thesensitivity for outliers, is immediately visible: an object of the wood fraction is selected whichdoes not belong to this fraction, but this outlier does not deteriorate the selection of the otherobjects. Looking at the selected objects in LDA-space, it can be seen that the KS algorithmtends to select the objects along the border (especially for the plastic fraction). Furthermore,the shape of the stone fraction is also represented by the selected objects. The selected KSobjects give acceptable training sets.Figure 5 depicts a plot of training set objects that are accepted by the statistical testprocedure. In this figure, equal fraction sizes of 25 objects are used (row 6 in Table 2).Again, the selected objects versus all remaining objects are plotted. Figure 5 looks differentcompared to Figure 4. The reason is that other objects are selected in the training set, thusanother LDA-space is defined. This other LDA-space is not necessarily better or worsecompared to the LDA-space defined by the objects that are selected according to the KSalgorithm. Globally, the accepted sets have many objects in the neighbourhood of the meanof each fraction (the selected objects form more compact clusters). This is a strong indicationfor a drawback with the statistical test procedure: only sets with many objects in the
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Selecting a Representative Training Set for the Classificationof Demolition Waste Using Remote NIR sensing 51neighbourhood of the fraction means seem to pass the statistical tests. This trend will evenincrease if a lower significance level is used (for instance =1% instead of 5%). Selectingmore objects might solve this problem. However, the Kennard-Stone object selection givesacceptable results using low object amounts, so this possibility is not investigated any further.
Figure 4: A plot of the 25 objects in each fraction that are selected by the Kennard-Stone algorithm versus allpossible candidates (all objects that are present in the selection set). (1) Selected objects in the woodfraction, (2) selected objects in the plastic fraction, and (3) selected objects in the stone fraction. Thisplot corresponds to the results of [25  25  25] in Table 1.
Figure 5: A plot of the 25 objects in each fraction that passed the statistical test procedure (and give anacceptable performance) versus all possible candidates (all objects that are present in the selectionset). (1) Selected objects in the wood fraction, (2) selected objects in the plastics fraction, and (3)selected objects in the stone fraction. This plot corresponds to the results of [25  25  25] in Table2.
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3.4.5. DiscussionThe conclusion is that the KS algorithm is the best selection method, regarding thepartial overlap of the three material clusters (Figures 4 and 5). It gives one unique list ofobjects that are sampled along the cluster borders in LDA-space. This is remarkable becausethe object selection is performed on the modified SNV preprocessed mini-spectra (seeEquation 2), which span a six-dimensional variable space. In this LDA application, samplingalong the border is better because it improves the discriminatory power in the overlappingclusters (the cluster borders are better defined). Another drawback of the statistical testprocedure is the extra amount of labour: multiple object selections have to be performed toobtain one of the better performing LDA-models. KS presents immediately an acceptabletraining set if enough objects are selected.The classification performances of the training sets, obtained with both the KSalgorithm and the statistical test procedure, indicate that the fraction ratios have a negligibleinfluence on the classification performance. It can be concluded that equal object amounts canbe used: 25 objects for each fraction should be suitable. Lower object amounts can be used,but this is not advisable: the more objects are available, the better the LDA-space definition.Using equal amounts has some benefits: it is easier to apply in practice and the total objectamount is smaller. Furthermore, the equal object amounts (equal object ratios) have as abenefit that they prevent problems due to a changing composition of the demolition wasteobjects: the prior probability that an object belongs to a particular fraction is equal.The training sets, obtained with the statistical test procedure, vary in performance.It is even possible that an accepted training set gives an unacceptable performance. Therefore,the statistical test procedure is not suitable for obtaining acceptable training sets. The objectsthat are selected by the KS algorithm are mostly along the fraction borders, which are criticalclassification zones.Future research has to indicate whether the material type descriptions of the selectedKS objects are useful. It is to be investigated whether a new training set can be selected usingthese material type descriptions. Another possibility is the use of these material typedescriptions to obtain quality control sample sets [28].
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Chapter 4
Validation of Remote, On-Line,Near-Infrared Measurements for theClassification of Demolition Waste
AbstractThe classification performance, based on measurements obtained by a dedicated remotenear-infrared sensor, is validated. Goal is the separation of demolition waste in threefractions: wood, plastic, and stone. In phase one, reference objects are collected andmeasured in order to develop the classification algorithm and to obtain referenceclassification results. In phases two and three, the validation performance and robustness aretested under laboratory and industrial conditions. In phase two, preliminary measurementsare performed in the laboratory, indicating that some sensor hardware modifications arenecessary. In phase three, measurements are performed on a pilot plant according to thefollowing validation design. On the conveyor belt, objects are measured in the middle and atboth borders, wet objects are measured in the middle, and a small set of objects is measuredduring 4 consecutive days. It is checked whether the classification performance obeys thepredefined demands. The applied chemometrical techniques are well capable of separatingdry demolition waste if the objects are positioned in the middle of the conveyor belt. It isrecommended to overcome the sensor miniaturization-scale limitations by applying largeroptical parts. The hardware sensor is not robust to wet objects, although this problem wasaccounted for during the development of the classification procedure. Including wet objectsin the training set might overcome this restriction.
P.J. de Groot, G.J. Postma, W.J. Melssen, and L.M.C. Buydens,Validation of Remote, On-Line, Near-Infrared Measurementsfor the Classification of Demolition Waste, Anal. Chim. Acta453 (2002) 117.
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4.1. IntroductionThe AUTOSORT project, funded by the European Community, is an internationalcooperation of several universities, institutes, and companies. AUTOSORT is the abbreviationfor AUTOmated SORTing system. Its main goal is the separation of demolition waste intothree fractions: wood (required purity > 90%), plastic (required purity > 80%), and aremaining fraction consisting of stone (no purity required). These fraction purities aredemanded at the initialization of the project to obtain an economically advantageousseparating system. The wood fraction consists of treated wood, paper, cardboard, andchipboard. The plastic fraction contains any kind of plastic, including bottles as well as foils.In order to perform such a separation, it is investigated which techniques are suitableto do this. A number of publications indicate that remote near-infrared sensing can be usedto obtain material specific spectra [1-9]. For the current application, some additional problemsare present. The most important problem is that an on-line classification is performed duringthe operation of the sorting system. To enable the required demolition waste throughput (15-20 t/h), it is necessary to speed up the separation. At the start of the project, the computerswere too slow to completely classify the measured near-infrared spectra (from 1154 - 1700nm). This is solved by measuring so-called mini-spectra: instead of complete near-infraredspectra, only six wavelength regions (mini-spectra) are measured. In a previous paper [8], itis demonstrated that six wavelength regions combined with Standard Normal Variance (SNV)preprocessing [10-12], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [13-17], and the Mahalanobisdistance [18,19] are suitable to perform the demolition waste separation.This paper assesses the classification performance based on the above mentionedtechniques. A previous publication [20] describes which and how many demolition wasteobjects should be selected to obtain representative training and test sets for each fraction. Inphase one, at the initialization of the project, near-infrared spectra of the collected referenceobjects are measured. Six selected optimal wavelength regions, which take the so-calledwavelength shift into account, are determined utilizing sophisticated chemometrical techniques[8]. The obtained wavelength regions exclude near-infrared water interaction and it is assumedthat the separation has become robust to this likely disturbance. According to these results,a dedicated remote near-infrared sensor is constructed. In phase two, preliminarymeasurements are obtained under laboratory conditions using this sensor. These measurementsare used to test the classification performance and to investigate whether the sensor hardwareis functioning as expected. In phase three, the sensor is mounted in the pilot plant and awhole validation design is measured under industrial conditions. The validation results areexpressed as fraction purities, indicating whether the classification performance is acceptableand robust. If necessary, some hardware adjustments are implemented or proposed to increasethe classification performance.
4.2. Experimental4.2.1. Measurement setupIn Figure 1, an overview of the separation system is depicted. Demolition waste objectsare transported on a conveyor belt. In the final setup, near-infrared radiation is projected onthe objects using an incident angle of 45 degrees. Diffuse near-infrared reflected radiation iscollected in a sensor that is positioned perpendicular on the conveyor belt. The chemical
Validation of Remote, On-Line, Near-InfraredMeasurements for the Classification of Demolition Waste 57information that is contained in the measured mini-spectra is used for the waste identification.Meanwhile, the conveyor belt moves on and the objects pass a camera. This camera detectsthe contours (including heights) and positions of the objects on the conveyor belt. Thechemical information is combined with the geometrical information and a gripper isprogrammed to pick up an object and to put it into the correct demolition waste container.In the current investigation, only the measured mini-spectra are considered.
Figure 1: An overview of the final separation system.4.2.2. HardwareAs previously introduced, the classification algorithm and the sensor are indissolublyconnected by their design, so the hardware is considered to consists of a sensor part and aclassification algorithm part. The spectroscopic sensor, which contains the filters that arebased on the selected wavelength regions (classification algorithm), is introduced by Kuttlerand Huth-Fehre [21]. A schematic overview of the sensor is depicted in Figure 2. From anobject, diffuse near-infrared radiation, originating from a conveyor belt strip of 80 cm wide,is reflected into the sensor. Six filters and corresponding lenses are mounted in front of anear-infrared sensitive diode-array. The filters select the six optimal wavelength regions andthe lenses focus the objects on the diode-array. The diode-array is divided in six parts of 40diodes: one such part corresponds to one filter. The total number of diodes on the diode-array
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is 256, but only 240 diodes are used. The remaining diodes are between two consecutivefilters and are not in use. It is known which diodes correspond with the same positions on theconveyor belt. The signals of these diodes at the six different wavelength regions are used tocompose the mini-spectra.
Figure 2: A schematic overview of the spectroscopic sensor.4.2.3. Validation approachAt the initialization of the AUTOSORT project (phase one), a large set of referenceobjects is collected at two demolition waste sites [8,20]. From these objects, full near-infraredspectra in the range of 1154-1700 nm are measured under favorable conditions in thelaboratory. From these full spectra, the optimal wavelength regions, as indicated by thesimulated annealing algorithm, are extracted to obtain the reference mini-spectra [8]. Thislarge set of mini-spectra is split in a training set and a test set [8]. The training set is usedto obtain a classification model. This model is independently verified with a test set. Thereference mini-spectra and the corresponding reference classification results are compared tothe classification performance that is based on the sensor measurements. It is expected thatthe mini-spectra, measured with the sensor, will have the same shape as the reference mini-spectra and that the classification performance will be comparable.After building the sensor, the second validation phase occurs. Limited sensormeasurements are executed in the laboratory and the classification performance is tested. Theobtained preliminary information is used to increase the classification performance at the pilotplant in Italy. In a previous publication [20], it is demonstrated that at least 20 objects foreach fraction should be assessed to obtain representative measurements, so 20 objects for eachfraction, originating from the reference set, have been measured. Each set of 20 objectscovered the whole width of the conveyor belt. Only one set of objects is measured, thus noseparate training set and test set are used.The third validation phase occurs at the pilot plant in Italy. The sensor is shipped tothe pilot plant and is mounted in the final industrial setup. At this moment, it is important to
Validation of Remote, On-Line, Near-InfraredMeasurements for the Classification of Demolition Waste 59completely assess the classification performance under these industrial circumstances, so avalidation design is executed. Real demolition waste samples are collected at the pilot plantin Italy. Instead of 20 objects for each fraction, 30 objects for each fraction have beencollected. The validation design is as follows: measure samples in the middle of the conveyorbelt, measure samples at the borders of the conveyor belt (both left and right), measure wetobjects instead of dry objects, and measure a limited set of 15 samples (5 per fraction) during4 successive days (to obtain an impression of the day to day variance). With this design, itis possible to validate the classification performance for objects at different conveyor beltpositions. Furthermore, it can be checked whether the classification algorithm is sensitive tothe water contribution and whether the measured mini-spectra, thus the classificationperformance, remains the same in time.4.2.4. Data4.2.4.1. Object measurementsIn phase two, the laboratory measurements are performed in an environment thatmimics the final setup. As a conveyor belt, a wooden box is used that is mounted on a largechain transport system. This way, the box can be transported a few meters with a controllablespeed. For the measurements at the pilot plant during phase three, 10 objects are put on theconveyor belt with a distance between preceding objects. These objects are positionedaccording to the validation design and several mini-spectra are obtained for each object. Foreach object, a mean mini-spectrum is calculated that is used for obtaining an LDA-model orobtaining the classification performance. If necessary, the objects are wetted by putting themin a bucket filled with water.4.2.4.2. Signal correctionAll sensor measurements are started by collecting three correction signals: a referencesignal of Teflon© measured at 100 Hz, a reference dark current signal measured at 100 Hz,and a normal dark current signal measured at 30 Hz. The different measurement frequenciesare necessary to prevent a reference signal overload. All normal measurements are performedat 30 Hz and are corrected using Equation 4.1 [8,20]: (4.1)
4.2.4.3. Preprocessing on the mini-spectraThe mini-spectra are extracted from the sensor measurements after the signalcorrection. Preprocessing is applied on the finally obtained mini-spectra to remove specificnear-infrared multiplicative scatter effects. A modified Standard Normal Variance (SNV)scaling is applied to overcome calculation problems due to singular matrices [8,20] (Equation4.2):
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(4.2)
Here, x  is the SNV preprocessed mini-spectrum x , í  is the mean of mini-spectrum x , xi,SNV      i  i      i  i,kis the k -data point in mini-spectrum x , and N is the number of variables.th i4.2.5. ClassificationLinear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) combined with the Mahalanobis distancemeasure is used to classify unknown objects. The classification procedure has been presentedin detail in [8,20]. Briefly, a training set is used to obtain the LDA-model and the threevariance-covariance matrices that are needed for calculating the Mahalanobis distances to eachfraction cluster. The validation results are obtained by testing the constructed classificationmodel with an independent test set.4.2.6. Hardware and softwareMatlab is used for all calculations. The computations are performed on both a SUNULTRA SPARC using Solaris 2 as operating system and a Toshiba Tecra 550 laptop withSuSE Linux 6.0 as operating system.
4.3. Results and discussion4.3.1. Reference validation results (phase one)Table 1 presents the reference classification results for all three fractions and thecalculated waste container purities accordingly.Table 1: Reference classification results (%) according to the training set used to make the LDA-model whichis tested with an independent test set (see the text for further details).Actual fraction Classified as   Wood Plastic StoneWood 98.63 0.68 0.68Plastic 0 96.88 3.13Stone 2.88 2.49 94.63Purity 97.08 96.83 96.13The first row indicates that 98.63% of all wooden objects are classified correctly, 0.68% isclassified as plastic, and 0.68% is classified as stone. This is related to the -error for eachrow [22]. The first column indicates that 98.63% of all wooden objects are classified
Validation of Remote, On-Line, Near-InfraredMeasurements for the Classification of Demolition Waste 61correctly, but also that 0% of the plastic objects and 2.88% of the stone objects are wronglyclassified as belonging to the wood fraction (this is related to the so-called -error [22]). Therequired purities that are demanded for the final waste containers originate from the columnsin Table 1, e.g. the purity of the wood fraction is calculated as follows: 100% - ((0% +2.88%) / 98.63%) = 97.08%. Table 1 depicts that the classification purities for all wastecontainers are much higher than the required purities. Under these circumstances, it is thuswell possible to discriminate between the three fractions: wood, plastic, and stone. However,this separation is optimistically biased because the classification algorithm (and the sensorconstruction) is based on these reference measurements.4.3.2. Laboratory validation results (phase two)With the reference objects, a well defined LDA-model could be obtained. The mini-spectra that are measured by the sensor are expected to have the same shape as the referencespectra. Still, differences in mini-spectrum intensity appeared to exist, thus making theprevious LDA-model not applicable (even with SNV preprocessing). The validation resultsare obtained by calculating and testing an LDA-model with the measured objects. Theclassification results are shown in Table 2. These results are not satisfactory. Relatively smallobjects are measured and some objects appeared to reflect no or little radiation, troubling theextraction of mini-spectra. Many objects are falsely classified as plastic and the puritydemands are not fulfilled.Table 2: Preliminary results of the laboratory measurements of 20 small objects to obtain and test the LDA-model (see the text for further details).wood plastic stonewood 13.64 72.73 13.64plastic 8.33 83.33 8.33stone 0 50 50purity 62.08 40.44 69.47To investigate the preliminary sensor measurements more in-depth, the referencemini-spectra and the measured mini-spectra have been compared. The difference between theexpected shape and the obtained shape is large, indicating that some problems are present inthe measurement setup and the sensor hardware. To overcome these problems (and to increasethe classification performance), the following actions are executed. First, measure more andlarger objects for each fraction (it is likely that more reflection will be collected, enhancingthe quality of the mini-spectra). Second, optimize the positions of the near-infrared sourcesat the pilot plant and replace the near-infrared sources. The originally applied theater lampsfocus too much on one direction. Using other, more diverging, lamps and adapted positionsresult in more homogeneously distributed near-infrared radiation.
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4.3.3. Results of the validation design (phase three)4.3.3.1. Classification resultsTable 3 summarizes the classification results for each fraction corresponding to thedifferent situations during the validation measurements. An LDA-model is obtained with thetraining set that is measured in the middle of the conveyor belt. All classification resultsoriginate from independent test sets. The classification results for the objects that arepositioned in the middle of the conveyor belt are acceptable for the dry objects and for theobjects that give an impression of the day to day variance. The day to day variance objectsare measured during 4 consecutive days and are put in one test set. The performance for theday to day measurements drops a little bit, but this drop is negligible and quite acceptable.The performance boost of these classification results, compared to the preliminary laboratoryresults in phase two, indicates that the applied hardware improvements, mentioned in theprevious paragraph, have a positive effect.Table 3: The classification results (%) of the validation design measurements. Only the final fraction puritiesare presented in percents. The dry objects of the training set that are measured in the middle of theconveyor belt are used to obtain the LDA-model. All results are independently obtained with theobjects of the test set according to the validation design. The day to day variance gives animpression of the measurement variance from day to day and whether the classification performancechanges from day to day. Wood plastic stoneDry objects in the middle 100 90.72 96.55Dry objects at the left 100 46.73 66.79Dry objects at the right 100 37.98 0Wet objects in the middle 34.67 87 52.25Day to day variance(Dry objects in the middle) 94.74 86.96 100The classification results for the objects at the borders are not acceptable. The purityof the wood fraction is adequate, but the impurity of the plastic fraction is too high.Therefore, the classification performance is unacceptable. For the wet objects, theclassification performance is also deteriorating. Despite the fact that the selected wavelengthregions exclude water interference, the sensor is very sensitive for wet objects. To solve thisproblem, the demolition waste samples should be stored on a dry place.4.3.3.2. Investigating the sensor hardwareThe hardware sensor measures a near-infrared signal that is converted to mini-spectra. Prior to these measurements, a reference signal is measured (Equation 1). In Figure3, all 256 diode-array responses of the reference signal are plotted. A so-called odd-eveneffect (the saw tooth in the signal) is visible that is not removed after the dark-currentcorrection (the subtraction of the dark current signal). The six peaks represent the six filtersand the peak-maxima correspond to the middle of the conveyor belt. This explains why the
Validation of Remote, On-Line, Near-InfraredMeasurements for the Classification of Demolition Waste 63performance in the middle of the conveyor belt is best: the reflected near-infrared illuminationis collected best and a strong signal is obtained. At the borders, the measured sensor-signalis too weak to maintain the classification performance. Furthermore, the odd-even effect addsnoise to the measured reflection, especially at the borders. At lower intensities, the shape ofa mini-spectrum might be strongly correlated with the odd-even effect. Instead of differencesin reflected signal, the odd-even effect might be revealed in the measured mini-spectra.
Figure 3: Measured reference signal of the hardware sensor. A dark current correction is applied.4.3.3.3. RecommendationsIt is recommended to replace the hardware diode-array in the sensor. The new diode-array should solve the observed odd-even effect. Furthermore, it might be beneficial toincrease the sensitivity of this new diode-array to obtain a better separation of objects that arepositioned on the borders. Including wet objects in the training set might increase theclassification performance.
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4.4. ConclusionsIt is demonstrated that chemometrical tools are well capable of establishing theseparation of demolition waste in wood, plastic, and stone fractions under laboratory andindustrial conditions. The selection of wavelength regions, the application of LinearDiscriminant Analysis (LDA), applying the Standard Normal Variate (SNV) preprocessing,and the use of the Mahalanobis distance also provides acceptable classification results on thepilot plant. It is shown that the powerful chemometrical techniques accomplish theclassification demands if dry objects are measured in the middle of the conveyor belt. Thisis also true over several consecutive days. On the other hand, the classification performancedrops if wet objects are measured or if the objects are measured at the conveyor beltperiphery. The efforts to make the sensor robust for wet objects, by applying wavelengthregion selection and SNV preprocessing, failed. Including wet objects in the training set mightovercome this restriction.The best recommendation to improve the sensor performance is to overcomelimitations that are caused by the miniaturization-scale. A larger diode-array might be moresensitive to near-infrared radiation and the mounted lenses and filters are small and thereforesusceptible to physical deviations or other artifacts. Furthermore, the computers have gainedmuch more processor power the last three years, so more wavelength regions or perhaps acomplete near-infrared spectrum can be considered. The same is true for the considered near-infrared wavelength region: lifting the upper limit of 1700 nm to e.g. 2500 nm, currentlypossible with near-infrared sensitive diode-arrays, enables the selection of more discriminatorywavelength regions.
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Chapter 5
Application of Principal ComponentAnalysis to Detect Outliers and SpectralDeviations in Near-Field Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectra
AbstractA recently developed technique measures near-field surface-enhanced Raman spectrawith 100-nm resolution, enabling a fast survey on the sample surface. This technique has twobottlenecks. One is a general problem: signal changes are attributed to either the samplecomposition or the substrate morphology. Therefore, it is mandatory to detect even smallsignal changes in order to distinguish between these two effects. Secondly, huge data amountsmake the spectrum interpretation tedious. How to find the interesting and importantinformation? To investigate these problems, a sample, containing dye-labelled DNA-fragmentsthat are drop-coated onto a silver island substrate, is measured. The enhanced Raman spectrayield indirect information on the DNA fragments. The goal of this investigation is to providea tool that allows a fast and reliable spectral analysis. Is it possible to distinguish localdifferences in the sample composition and to correlate them with the sample morphology?A general explorative data analyses tool, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), isused for a first investigation. PCA has a useful side-effect: spikes, well-known artifacts, arealso detected. After removing these artifacts, PCA facilitated the detection of threeneighboring spectra, clearly deviating from the others. Probably, the DNA double-strandunfolded and generated a direct Raman-signal. The automated PCA-procedure gives identicalresults. It is concluded that a general explorative tool can solve two major difficulties.Application of dedicated chemometrical tools could improve the results. The combination ofchemometrics and this new technique is powerful and promising.
P.J. de Groot , G.J. Postma , W.J. Melssen , L.M.C. Buydens ,a   a   a   aV. Deckert , R. Zenobi , Application of Principal Componentb   bAnalysis to Detect Outliers and Spectral Deviations in Near-Field Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectra, Anal. Chim. Acta446 (2001) 71.University of Nijmegen, Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry, Nijmegen, the Netherlands.aETH Zürich, Laboratorium für Organische Chemie, Zürich, Switzerland.b
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5.1. IntroductionSurface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) is used to obtain near-field Ramanspectra that are measured on a nanometer scale. Utilizing this effect allows to acquire datawith a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in a reasonably short time scale. An overview on recentdevelopments in SERS theory can be found in [1]. Some comparisons between theoreticalmodels and experimental data are presented in [2,3]. A survey on nanometer-scalespectroscopy can be found in [4].Scanning near-field optical microscopy usually results in large data-sets. This isespecially true for near-field optical spectroscopy where optical intensities are discretelymeasured over a large spectral region. Consequently, a whole data-cube with Raman imagesis created where intensities correspond to surface coordinates as well as wavelengths. Figure1 depicts such a cube. The three dimensional plots on the right correspond to the localintensity distribution at a particular Raman shift.
Figure 1: A stack of Raman images.Nanometer-scale near-field Raman spectroscopy, for chemical analysis, is a recentlydeveloped technique. Explorative research tries to overcome certain limitations of this method[4,5]. One problem is the reliable detection of local signal changes. The near-field Ramanspectra are measured with a resolution of 100 nm and it is important to detect even small, butsignificant, signal variations that point to conformation or composition changes. Currently,the way to process the data is a straightforward comparison by eye, spectrum by spectrum.This is not only very tedious and time consuming, but also requires a lot of experience. Thishas been done after measuring the SERS spectra of dye-labeled DNA-fragments that are drop-coated on a SERS-substrate. The dye label, brilliant cresyl blue (BCB), has a much higherRaman scattering cross-section compared to the DNA itself and hence is easier to detect. The
Application of Principal Component Analysis to Detect Outliers andSpectral Deviations in Near-Field Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectra 69BCB spectrum serves as a sensor for local DNA-differences in the sample. Such localvariations are the key application of this analytical technique. If a better spacial resolutionbecomes feasible, it will become increasingly easy to detect local differences. Ultimately, thetechnique could even be applied to study samples on a molecular scale, e.g. the sequence ofDNA-molecules.Another problem is the huge amount of data in scanning near-field opticalspectroscopy: how to extract interesting and meaningful information in this data-cube? Asalready mentioned, it is important to detect even small changes in the Raman spectra. Thecombination of required sensitivity with the sheer amount of data makes normal dataevaluation methods unreliable and subjective. Chemometrics will become increasinglyimportant in supplying tools to achieve reliability and reproducibility. In this paper, a generalexplorative data-analysis tool, PCA, is used for a first analysis of the data. An introductionto PCA can be found in [6]. The aim of this investigation is whether spectral distortions inthe Raman spectra can be detected. Spikes that are caused by cosmic radiation interfere withthis detection and these spiked Raman spectra are deleted.
5.2. Experimental5.2.1. Measurement setupFigure 2 depicts a schematic overview of the measurement-device that has beendescribed in detail elsewhere [5].
Figure 2: A schematic overview of the measurement setup. See text for further details.
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In brief, it is based on a modified commercial near-field optical microscope (Aurora,Thermomicroscopes) coupled to a Raman spectroscopy setup. The main issue for the imagingcapability is the synchronization of sample movement and data collection. The sample wasprepared by simply spin coating the BCB labelled DNA solution onto a prepared SERS-substrate. Details of the sample, as well as for the SERS-substrate preparation, can be foundin [4]. For the presented data-set, a predefined number of Raman spectra are measured at aselected grid on the sample surface. Examples of single raw spectra are plotted in Figure 3.Finally the combination of all measurements results in the already mentioned.5.2.2. Preprocessing5.2.2.1. Glass-peak correctionThe data acquisition and the movement of the sample stage were synchronized in astep-scan mode. Figure 4 provides a simplified view of the origin of intensity differencesduring sample measurements. For a detailed discussion on the sample induced effects in near-field images, see [7]. In this figure, the size of the tip-opening and the distance between tipand sample is indicated. On the left, the light-source tip is positioned on the top of a sample-peak and the reflected light can be easily collected and transported to the spectrometer. Onthe right, the light-source tip is positioned before a peak of the sample. Now, most reflectedlight cannot reach the spectrometer and a Raman-signal with a lower intensity is obtained.The intensity differences are caused by the roughness of the sample topology.To overcome these intensity differences, it is necessary to normalize every spectrumbefore applying any feature extraction technique. Each Raman spectrum has a contributionthat originates from the glass of the light-source tip (the contribution of the collection opticsis negligible). If the amount of reflected light is small due to an obstacle, the glass-peak willbe lower. In fact, the glass-peak can be considered as an internal standard and a Ramanspectrum normalization can be based on it. The glass-peaks in the Raman spectra can be usedfor intensity corrections (see [4]).Figure 5 depicts 10 Raman spectra during the different preprocessing steps. In thefigure, the glass-peak wavelength that is used to normalize the Raman spectra is indicated byvertical lines. Before the glass-peak correction (top image), the spectra have a large deviationin the glass-peak (800 cm ), but more or less equal offsets are present beyond 900 cm . After-1            -1the glass-peak correction, the large deviations in the glass-peak are reduced, but the offset-differences have increased. These offset differences are typical for reflectance spectra and arecaused by the so-called scatter-effect, which is discussed in section 5.2.2.2.5.2.2.2. Standard Normal Variate (SNV) preprocessingIn reflectance spectroscopy, a common problem is the so-called scatter-effect: smalldifferences between spectra are present, such as offset or intensity differences. SNVpreprocessing is a technique which deals with these problems [8-10]. SNV preprocessing isapplied on each individual spectrum: the mean of each individual spectrum is set to 0 and thearea of each individual spectrum is set to 1 (see Equation 5.1): 
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Figure 3: Three plots of measured (unmodified) Raman spectra. Top: a complete Raman spectrum. Thewindow indicates the region of interest. Middle: The region of interest from the top image enlarged.The Raman signal originates from the BCB-dye. Bottom: a Raman spectrum that has a spike in thewavelength region of interest.
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Figure 4: A schematic overview indicating the origin of tip-sample intensity differences. On the left, thepathway of the laser beam is unblocked. On the right, the sample interferes with the pathway andthe collected Raman intensities are much lower.
(5.1)
where, x  is the transformed Raman spectrum x , í  is the mean of spectrum x , x  is thei,SNV      i  i      i  i,kk -data point, N is the number of variables (N-1 represents the degrees of freedom), and mthis the total number of Raman spectra. The effect of SNV preprocessing is presented in thebottom plot of Figure 5. The intrinsic shape of the Raman spectra is not altered, but thebaseline has been shifted (offset-correction). Another effect is that all peaks are reduced orenlarged (peak-height correction). The resulting Raman-spectra are much more alike, makingit easier to detect interesting deviations in the spectra. From Figure 5, it can be concluded thatapplying both the glass-peak correction and SNV preprocessing results in a compromisebetween the Raman spectra before and after glass-peak correction. The large glass-peakdeviations have recurred (in a lesser extent), but the offset-differences have decreased.
5.2.3. SoftwareAll calculations are performed in Matlab 5.3.1 [11]. The PCA are performed with thePLS-Toolbox version 2.0 [12]. Both the graphical (pcagui) and the command-line (pca)versions of PCA have been used. The command-line version is only used to automate PCA.All calculations are performed on a SUN ULTRA 1 using Solaris 2 as operating system.
5.3 Results and discussion5.3.1. Outlier detectionAll Raman spectra are preprocessed as previously described: glass-peak correction 
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Figure 5: Ten Raman spectra during the different preprocessing steps. The correction wavelength (800 cm )-1is indicated by the vertical lines. Top: 10 Raman spectra without any preprocessing. Middle: thesame 10 Raman spectra after glass-peak correction. Bottom: the same 10 Raman spectra after glass-peak correction and SNV preprocessing (in this order).
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Figure 6: Three PCA score-plots depicting PC3 versus PC4 (top), PC5 versus PC6 (middle), and PC7 versusPC8 (bottom). All spectra are represented with a o and the corresponding spectrum-numbers areplotted. The central cluster represents the general information in the Raman spectra. The spectrathat might be interesting are remote from the central cluster.
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Figure 7: The original Raman spectrum 51. A spike is visible around 720 cm .-1followed by SNV scaling. Prior to PCA, mean-centering is applied to the Raman spectra.Two-dimensional score-plots are made for different principal components in which eachRaman spectrum is represented by its spectrum-number (1-400). An example of some score-plots, in which also some outliers are visible, is presented in Figure 6. The first two principalcomponents (PCs) are not considered because they represent the general structure(information) of all spectra. In Figure 6, the top image reveals already some interestingspectra. The remote spectra 51, 67, 206, and 244 are outliers: these spectra contain a sharpspike. As an example, spectrum 51 is plotted in Figure 7. Some more spectra are remote: 227-229, and 373. These spectra do not contain spikes, and are therefore, not considered furtherfor the moment. The outliers have an influence on PCA and should be removed first. This isfurther confirmed in the middle and bottom plots in Figure 6. Spectra 51, 67, and 206reappear in PCs 5-8. All other remote spectra in these two score-plots (114, 193, 287, and289) contain also spikes and should be removed. The number of considered PCs is increaseduntil no more outlying objects could be found. The detected outliers, due to spikes, areremoved from the set of Raman spectra and PCA is repeated for the remaining spectra. If theoutliers are removed, it becomes easier for PCA to find the remaining spikes in the spectra(if they are still present). Large spikes have a large influence over several PCs that mightmask some smaller spikes. This procedure is continued until no more outliers could bedetected. In total, 13 outliers, due to spikes, were detected and removed. It was decided toremove the outliers because the loss of information is minimal due to the small amount ofoutliers (13 outliers compared to 400 Raman spectra).5.3.2. Detection of spectral deviationsPCA is applied on the Raman spectra that remained after outlier removal. These
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spectra are still preprocessed: glass-peak correction followed by SNV scaling. Again, theRaman spectra are mean-centered prior to PCA. In Figure 8, score-plots are made for PC3versus PC4. This score-plot, in which the same PCs are plotted as on top of Figure 6, isdifferent due to the removal of the outliers. This confirms the large influence of outliers inPCA. In Figure 8, the Raman spectra 227-229, and 373 are remote from the spectral-clusterand are investigated further. Another remark concerning Figure 8 is that an imaginary lineexist between spectra 226-229 which are measured in the sample on neighboring locations.This indicates that the same kind of distortion might be present in these Raman spectra.From the four remote spectra in Figure 8, spectrum 373 is investigated first. Figure9 contains a plot of the neighboring spectra 372-374 after glass-peak correction and SNV-preprocessing. Spectra 372 and 374 are plotted for comparison with spectrum 373. Spectrum373 has a higher offset compared to the other 2 spectra, hence, the remote distance in Figure8. For the moment, this effect cannot be explained readily.The other three remote spectra in Figure 8, spectrum 227-229, originate from themiddle of the sample. In the middle of the sample, the chance for measurement errors isminimal and it is likely that really something has happened. A plot of these spectra, togetherwith some spectra that can be compared, is depicted in Figure 10. In the region 1100-1350cm , differences from the usual BCB-dye signal can be seen. This indicates that a new-1Raman-signal, not originating from BCB, is present. A likely explanation might be that theDNA double-strand unfolded, thus, enabling a Raman-signal directly from the DNA. Thishypothesis is in agreement with the pattern of Raman bands of pure adenine on a similarSERS-substrate. This might be an interesting feature that should be investigated further.
Figure 8: A PCA score-plot of PC3 versus PC4. All spectra are represented with a (o) and the correspondingspectrum numbers are plotted. The central cluster represents the general information in the Ramanspectra. The remote (thus, interesting) Raman-spectra are: 227-229, and 373.
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Figure 9: A plot of Raman spectrum 373. The spectra 372 and 374 are included to compare localmeasurements. The plotted Raman spectra are glass-peak corrected and SNV preprocessed.
Figure 10: Some original Raman spectra. The deviating spectra 227-229 are the black top-spectra. The spectra146, 147, and 166 are the grey bottom-spectra. The spectra are deviating in the region 1100-1350cm . The offset-differences between spectra 227-229 and spectra 146, 147, 166 are artificially-1created to make the plot more clear.
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5.3.3. Automated outlier detectionIn the previous two paragraphs, PCA score-plots were made and remote spectra wereplotted for visual inspection. It appeared necessary to remove the outlier-spectra prior tofurther analysis of the data. This is an elaborate and time-consuming procedure. Automationof this procedure that immediately gives deviating spectra reduces time, costs, and mightenable the investigation of larger data-sets.A flow-scheme of the automated PCA-procedure is presented in Figure 11. Allpreprocessing steps are performed and the Raman spectra are mean-centered prior to PCA.A loop is used to enable multiple PCA after deleting the currently detected outlier-spectra.Two user-defined variables need to be set: the critical Mahalanobis distance (value is set on13) and the number of significant PCs (value is set on 8, however, PC1 is not used becauseit represents exclusively the mean of the entire data set). The critical Mahalanobis distancedetermines the limit whether a Raman spectrum is an outlier or not in the score-plot. Thenumber of significant PCs determines how many principal components are used in thecalculation of the Mahalanobis distances.To define a critical Mahalanobis distance, the a-priori distribution of the Mahalanobisdistance should be known [13-16]. The Mahalanobis distance follows a Chi-square distributionon the restriction that the real mean and variance-covariance are exactly known. This is notthe case, so the -distribution must be used to calculate the critical Mahalanobis distance[16]. A total of 400 spectra and seven PCs are used to calculate the Mahalanobis distances,so the calculated critical Mahalanobis distance is 6.4. However, it is unlikely that all Ramanspectra belong to one cluster, so the calculated value is too strict. Therefore, this critical valueis enlarged in the automated procedure until all outliers are detected. Most of the times it willbe necessary to fine-tune this setting.The automated procedure is as follows. Already detected outlier-spectra are deletedfrom the data-set. At initiation, no outliers are detected so all spectra are considered. ThePCA scores are calculated and Mahalanobis distances are calculated for each spectrum usingPC2-PC8 (user-defined). The outliers are the Raman spectra with Mahalanobis distances largerthan the user-defined critical Mahalanobis distance. If outliers are detected, these are storedand removed from the current Raman spectra data-set. PCA is executed again and the wholeprocedure is repeated. If no more outliers are found, the automated procedure is terminated.The user-defined critical Mahalanobis distance remains constant during the run. With thesettings that are indicated in Figure 11, all outliers are detected that were previously found.A drawback of this automated procedure is that two user-defined variables are needed.The user-defined number of significant PCs determines the sensitivity for outliers andinfluences the value for the (also user-defined) critical Mahalanobis distance. If the numberof significant PCs is set on a high value, it is possible that some outliers are masked. It ispossible that a small outlier is visible in PC7 and PC8, but is averaged away in taking PC2-PC8 into account. If the number of significant PCs is set to a lower value, the sensitivity todetect outliers increases. Furthermore, a lower value means that fewer PCs are used incalculating the Mahalanobis distances, so the calculated Mahalanobis distances will be smallerand the value for the critical Mahalanobis distance should be adjusted. Both settings areinteracting with each other.
Load the Raman spectra X
Apply preprocessing on X:
1. Apply glass-peak correction on X
2. Apply SNV preprocessing on X
3. Apply mean-centering on X
Define some variables:
-Current_Outliers = <empty>
-Outliers = <empty>
-Critical_Mahalanobis_Distance = 13
-Number_Of_Significant_PCs = 8
Outliers = Outliers + Current_Outliers
Remove Outliers from X (if any)
Scores = pca(X)
Calculate the Mahalanobis distances for each spectrum based on the scores
(Use the scores from PC2 to the Number_Of_Significant_PCs)
Do exist Current_Outliers ?
Yes
No Stop
Current_Outliers = (Mahalanobis_Distance > Critical_Mahalanobis_Distance)
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Figure 11: A flow-scheme of the automated outlier detection procedure. See text for further details.
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5.3.4. Automated detection of deviating spectraThe same automated procedure can be used to find the deviating spectra. Again, thetheoretical critical Mahalanobis distance cannot be used. If this value is set to 10, all fourdeviating spectra are found that were previously detected. As a matter of fact, with the samevalue it is possible to find both the outliers and dissimilar spectra in one run. Afterwards, itis necessary to distinguish between outliers and deviating spectra. The limited number ofspectra that are found in the automated procedure can be checked by hand, so this should notbe a problem. Lowering the value of the critical Mahalanobis distance even more will resultin false positives: marked spectra that do not differ from all other spectra. It is concludedthat the theoretical value for the critical Mahalanobis distance can be used as a starting point,but should be adjusted depending on the kind of data.5.3.5. Suggestions for improvementFirst, detecting the outliers before deviating spectra can be found results in aninefficient procedure. Robust PCA could be the solution: spikes are no longer disturbing thescore-plots and the deviating spectra can be found immediately. This is not tested at themoment.The PCA-sensitivity to detect outliers or deviating spectra can be enlarged by usinga window on the spectra: not all wavelengths are considered at a time, but only a part of thewavelengths. This is beneficial in two ways. First, the eigenvector calculations are much faster(more compact data-sets) and computer memory problems can be avoided if large data-setsare used. Second, if many wavelengths are measured, the influence of an outlier in a score-plot can be reduced (due to an averaging effect). Reducing the number of wavelengthsdecreases this averaging effect, thus, facilitates the detection of possible outliers.
5.4. ConclusionsAlthough PCA is an explorative tool for data-analysis, it was possible to provide apowerful tool for the analysis of near-field Raman images. Especially, for the removal ofoutliers and the detection of deviating Raman spectra. Moreover, it should be noted thatprobably the results can even be improved by using more dedicated chemometrical tools, e.g.specific outlier detection procedures or cluster analysis. This means that the combination ofchemometrics together with this new spectroscopic technique is very powerful. Furthermore,the possibility to automate these chemometrical techniques will play an important role dueto the increasing amounts of data that are produced by this technique.
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Effect on the Partial Least-SquaresPrediction of Yarn Properties CombiningRaman and Infrared Measurementsand Applying Wavelength Selection
AbstractThe combination of Raman and infrared spectroscopy on the one hand and wavelengthselection on the other hand is used to improve the partial least-squares (PLS) prediction ofseven selected yarn properties. These properties are important for on-line quality controlduring production. From 71 yarn samples, the Raman and infrared spectra are measured andreference methods are used to determine the selected properties. Making separate PLS modelsfor all yarn properties using the Raman and infrared spectra, prior to wavelength selection,reveals that Raman spectroscopy outperforms infrared spectroscopy. If wavelength selectionis applied, the PLS prediction error decreases and the correlation coefficient increases forall properties. However, a substantial wavelength selection effect is present for the infraredspectra compared to the Raman spectra. For the infrared spectra, wavelength selection resultsin PLS prediction errors comparable with the prediction performance of the Raman spectraprior to wavelength selection. Concatenating the Raman and infrared spectra does notenhance the PLS prediction performance; not even after wavelength selection. It is concludedthat an infrared spectrometer, combined with a wavelength selection procedure, can be usedif no (suitable) Raman instrument is available.
P.J. de Groot , H. Swierenga , G.J. Postma , W.J. Melssen ,a   b   a   aand L.M.C. Buydens , Effect on the PLS Prediction ofaYarn Properties Combining Raman and InfraredMeasurements and Applying Wavelength Selection,Appl. Spectrosc. 57 (2003) 642.University of Nijmegen, Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry, Nijmegen, the Netherlands.aAcordis Industrial Fibers, Dept. Polymer Physics Research (IDRF), Arnhem, the Netherlandsb
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6.1. IntroductionFor the prediction of polymer yarn properties, it is common to apply partial leastsquares (PLS) on infrared and Raman spectroscopic measurements [1-4]. If on-line infraredor Raman sensing is used, it is possible to apply process monitoring to the production of theyarns. Both vibrational techniques have their strong and weak properties. Raman and infraredspectroscopy are considered to be complementary techniques. If a band does exist in a Ramanspectrum, this band does not necessarily appear in the infrared spectrum (and vice-versa) [3-6]. It is argued that Raman spectroscopy provides most information because the highlypolarizable, and thus Raman active, backbone controls many of the important properties ofthe polymer fibers. On the other hand, many chain side groups have large dipole momentsand are infrared active, but have weak Raman scattering [4]. Thus, the on-line combinationof both vibrational techniques might incorporate additional information that enhances the PLSprediction of yarn properties. Seven important yarn properties are selected that are monitoredduring the on-line quality control procedure in the production process. In this paper, the PLSprediction error of these seven selected properties are investigated using Raman, infrared, anda combination of both spectra. Wavelength selection is applied to remove redundantinformation in order to decrease the PLS prediction error even more and to obtain additionalinformation about the significant spectral regions. Other reasons for applying wavelengthselection are: enhancement of the robustness and transferability of classification models andspeeding up calculation times (less variables to process) [7-14].The decision to use infrared, Raman, or perhaps both spectroscopic techniques doesdepend on the specific analysis problem. In Raman spectroscopy, a signal is obtained if thepolarizability of a molecule is altered, whereas infrared spectroscopy gives a signal if thedipole moment of a molecule changes [3-6]. C=O groups cause strong infrared absorptionbands, but minor or no Raman bands. On the other hand, C=C groups or -S-S- groups havestrong Raman bands (but weak infrared bands). Both types of groups are present in polymeryarns, so the combination of both vibrational techniques might reveal more relevantinformation. Furthermore, using Raman or infrared spectroscopy also depends on theavailability of these instruments: infrared spectrometers are common, while Ramanspectrometers are far less common. Infrared and Raman spectroscopy can be used for thesame functionality in e.g. manufacturing processes, environmental air monitoring, qualitycontrol, and monitoring of reaction kinetics. Raman spectroscopy was neglected for theseapplications until the early nineties because it was too difficult to perform and the sensitivitywas unacceptable. The recent introduction of improved optical filtering, more sensitivedetectors, lasers that are easily applicable, and fiber optic sampling probes made Ramanspectroscopy dramatically easier to perform with much better sensitivity [3,4].Other considerations are based on the spectroscopic techniques themselves. For Ramanspectroscopy, a potentially dangerous laser is used with a relatively short operation time,while an infrared source is safe and more durable [3]. If Raman spectroscopy is considered,it must be verified whether the sample is not damaged due to the focused laser intensity.Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy suffers from an undesired fluorescence contribution thatdoes not occur in infrared spectroscopy [3]. From an instrumental point of view, there are noother restrictions on both spectroscopic techniques. The sampling strategies are almostidentical using fiber optics. A number of publications compare infrared with Ramanspectroscopy for some specific applications [3,15-20]. In these publications, it is generallyconcluded that Raman is a less sensitive technique, but the innovative developments in Ramanspectrometers occur at a high rate, so this sensitivity problem is decreasing rapidly. The
Effect on the Partial Least-Squares Prediction of Yarn Properties CombiningRaman and Infrared Measurements and Applying Wavelength Selection 85authors are not aware of any publication in which infrared and Raman spectroscopicmeasurements are combined to obtain better PLS predictions.Recently, a publication has appeared in which mass and infrared spectroscopy arecombined [21]. It was examined whether the combination of mass and infrared descriptorsyield better classification and similarity predictions than the corresponding individual spectraldescriptors. The authors concluded that, regarding their specific problem, the combination oftwo complementary spectra for the same compound is not necessarily more powerful.
6.2. Experimental6.2.1. Yarn propertiesA two-phase model is used to explain the physical yarn properties [1]. This modelassumes that the polymer chains in a yarn have two orientation states: crystalline andamorphous. These states (or regions) alternate with each other in the molecular chain. In thecrystalline state, a well-ordered packing of the polymer chain occurs, while poor packingoccurs in the amorphous state. Important physical yarn properties depend on the structure ofthe polymer, which is described by the size and orientation of the crystalline and amorphousstates.Table 1: The seven variables that are predicted with PLS.Variable descriptiony1 Average size of the amorphous regiony2 Volume fraction of the crystalline regiony3 Amorphous orientation factory4 Contour length distribution factory5 Breaking tenacity of the yarny6 Elongation at breaky7 Tenacity at a specific elongation of 5%Table 1 summarizes the seven selected properties that are predicted with PLS. Thefirst 4 variables (y1 to y4) are structure parameters and the last three variables (y5 to y7) arephysical parameters. y1 and y2 give information about the sizes (or volumes) of thecrystalline and amorphous regions. y3 is a orientation parameter, expressing the angledistribution of the molecular segments with respect to the yarn axis in the amorphous regions.y4 describes the length distribution of the different molecular segments in the amorphousregions [1]. y5 to y7 are some self-explanatory physical yarn properties.6.2.2. DataSeventy-one specifically collected polymer yarn samples are measured in thelaboratory. Raman, infrared, and real experimental measurements are executed to obtain the
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spectra and the reference values for the seven y-variables (y1 to y7). On both the Raman andinfrared spectra, standard normal variate (SNV) preprocessing [8,25-29] is applied, accordingto Equation 6.1: (6.1)
Here, K is the number of data points in each individual spectrum, x  is an individuali,kdata point, í  is the mean value of spectrum x , and x  is the resulting spectrum point afteri       i   i,k,SNVSNV preprocessing. The result of SNV preprocessing is that from each individual spectrumthe mean spectral value is subtracted to remove offset differences (mean centering), followedby a division of its area to give each individually mean-centered spectrum identical areas of1. Each individual y-variable is range scaled [8] between 0 and 1 to make it easier to comparethe prediction performances between them. Finally, each measured Raman and infraredspectrum contains 325 data points. A set of combined spectra is obtained by concatenatingboth SNV preprocessed Raman and SNV preprocessed infrared spectra (in this order). TheRaman and infrared spectra are both separately SNV preprocessed to remove main offsetdifferences between the Raman and infrared parts, so that the concatenated spectra nicelyconnect to each other. After concatenating, SNV preprocessing is again applied (to reduce thespectral area from 2 to 1) to obtain the final concatenated spectra that exist of 650 datapoints. The top and middle plot of Figure 1 depict the final Raman and infrared spectra,whereas the bottom plot depicts the final combined spectra.6.2.3. Outlier detectionTo check for outlier spectra, PLS is applied on all wavelengths for the Raman andinfrared spectra. The differences between the experimentally determined y-variable and thepredicted Ë-variable, thus (y-Ë), are plotted on the y-axis and the corresponding spectrumnumbers are indicated on the x-axis (each spectrum is plotted as a point on the x-axis) [22-24]. For each y-variable, it is visually checked whether a leverage effect might be present andwhether one plotted point (representing a spectrum) is remote compared to all remainingpoints. If so, this point (spectrum) is considered to be an outlier. It appeared that the Ramanspectra contained one outlier for y4 and one outlier for y6 (different outlier spectra for thesetwo y-values). However, for the remaining y-values these spectra are no outliers at all.Therefore, it is decided to keep these Raman spectra in the data set. Applying the sameprocedure on the infrared spectra revealed no outlier spectra.6.2.4. Partial Least-Squares predictionAll calculations are performed in Matlab 6.0 [30]. For the calculations, the PLStoolbox is used that runs from within Matlab [31]. For calculating the root mean square errorof cross-validation (RMSECV) values, the crossval function using the simpls algorithm andthe leave-one-out (loo) method are used because only 71 objects are available [32]. Theleave-one-out method guarantees that the same prediction errors are always obtained becausethe RMSECV values do not depend on randomly selected subsets. Furthermore, using theleave-one-out cross-validation method reduces the risk of overfitting. The standard approach,
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Figure 1: The SNV preprocessed Raman, SNV preprocessed infrared and SNV preprocessed combined spectrathat are used for the PLS variable predictions and the simulated annealing wavelength selection. Seethe text for further details.
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plotting the cumulative prediction residual error sum of squares (cumPRESS) versus thenumber of latent variables, is used to determine the optimum number of latent variables forthe Raman, infrared, and combined spectra [3,24,33]. These plots are created for all sevenyarn properties: for each yarn property, a separate PLS model is created for the Raman,infrared, or combined spectra (in total 21 plots). It appeared that the (near) optimal numberof latent variables, the minimum in the plot of the cumPRESS versus the number of latentvariables, is the same for all investigated properties. Note that using too many latent variablesmight increase the risk of overfitting.The relationship between the cumPRESS and RMSECV values is as follows:(6.2)Here, n is the number of samples and the cumPRESS is the cumulative sum ofsquares between the predicted and real (experimentally determined) y-values: (6.3)Here, Ë  is the predicted y-value, y  is the real (experimentally determined) y-value,i     iand i is an index to the currently considered sample. The optimal number of latent variablesare four latent variables for the Raman spectra and five latent variables for the infrared andcombined spectra. Apparently, concatenating the Raman and infrared spectra adds some noiseto the spectra because one latent variable more, compared to the Raman spectra, is neededfor the combined spectra.6.2.5. Wavelength selectionThe simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is used for the wavelength selection on thethree types of spectra. The applied SA has been introduced in previous publications and isonly slightly modified [7,8]. The basis of the simulated annealing algorithm is the SA toolboxthat is programmed in ANSI C [34]. The error function is the crossval function in the PLStoolbox as described above. The Matcom compiler is used to integrate the error function(written in Matlab-code) in the SA algorithm [35]. The wavelengths that are selected by theSA algorithm are used in the minimization of the error function. For each optimization(Raman, infrared, or the combined spectra), five replicate SA runs are performed using adifferent set of starting wavelengths.Table 2 summarizes the used SA settings. The meaning of these settings has beenpreviously discussed by Swierenga et al. [7], de Groot et al. [8], and Aarts et al. [36] and willnot be discussed in this paper. A difference in the SA settings is present between the infraredspectra and the other spectra. The initial control parameter for the infrared spectra is slightlylower in order to obtain a well-initialized SA run. Another difference applies to the combinedspectra: selecting 100 instead of 50 wavelengths. If 100 wavelengths are selected, it is harderto obtain a new set of valid wavelengths: the chance of selecting an duplicate wavelengthincreases, so the maximum number of attempts to generate new parameters (Table 2) isincreased. Furthermore, the same number of wavelengths must be allowed to change, so if100 wavelengths are selected then the probability that a selected wavelength is allowed tochange must decrease. According to Table 2, the probability that a wavelength is allowed tochange is 0.1 for the Raman spectra, so on average 0.1 * 50 = 5 wavelengths are allowed tobe adapted during a single SA run. If 100 wavelengths are selected, this probability must
Effect on the Partial Least-Squares Prediction of Yarn Properties CombiningRaman and Infrared Measurements and Applying Wavelength Selection 89decrease to 0.05 in order to still adapt, on average, five wavelengths during a single SA run.Table 2: Simulated annealing settings for the wavelength selection. From left to right, the settings arepresented for selecting 50 wavelengths from the Raman spectra, 50 wavelengths from the infraredspectra, 50 wavelengths from the combined spectra, and 100 wavelengths from the combined spectra.If only 1 value is presented, this value is equal in all situations.Initial control parameter 0.1, 0.04, 0.1, 0.1Cooling schedule Geometric, =0.95Exit Markov Chain Minimum number of transitions: 200Maximum length Markov chain: 1000Exit Simulated Annealing Minimum control parameter: 0.00001, 0.000001, 0.00001, 0.00001Minimum acceptance ratio: 0Acceptance criterion MetropolisMaximum number of attempts togenerate new parameters 1000, 1000, 1000, 2000Probability that a selectedwavelength is allowed to change 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.05
6.2.6. HardwareThe SA runs are performed on a SUN ULTRA 1 using Solaris 2 as the operatingsystem. Some additional calculations are performed on a personal computer running SuSELinux 7. The Raman spectra are measured with a dispersive Raman spectrometer (HoloProbe,Kaiser Optical Systems). A 785 nm external-cavity-stabilized diode laser is used. Each yarnsample is measured on five different locations with an exposure time of 3 seconds and 1accumulation. Spectral outliers (spectra with a large fluorescence background contribution)were removed. From the remaining Raman spectra, a mean spectrum is calculated for eachsample and these mean spectra are used in all subsequent calculations [2]. The infraredspectra are measured on a Luminar AOTF Free Space spectrometer (Brimrose Corp.). Aninternal reference channel is used for the background correction and 1000 scans (40 smeasurement time) are averaged to obtain an infrared spectrum.
6.3. Results and discussionIt is investigated whether the combination of Raman and infrared spectra on the onehand and wavelength selection on the Raman, infrared, and combined spectra on the otherhand improves the seven separate PLS models (for each type of spectrum and for eachproperty, thus in total 21 PLS models). These properties are important for the on-line qualitycontrol of the yarns during the production process. The results are discussed in threeparagraphs. In the first paragraph, the PLS prediction results are presented if all availablewavelengths are used on the Raman, infrared, and combined spectra. These are the referenceresults prior to applying wavelength selection. The second paragraph discusses the PLS
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prediction results after wavelength selection and the third paragraph presents the selectedwavelengths and discusses why these wavelengths have been selected.Table 3 presents the RMSECV values and the correlation coefficients of thepredicted Ë values versus the real (experimentally determined) y values if the Raman, infrared,and combined spectra are used for the prediction of the seven y-variables prior and afterwavelength selection. The most important results are also depicted in Figure 2, where boththe RMSECV values prior and after wavelength selection are depicted. The depictedcorrelation coefficients in Table 3 are a measure for how well the predicted Ë-variables fit thereal (experimentally determined) y-values. A high correlation coefficient (e.g. a correlationlarger than approximately 0.8) indicates a good fit, thus a low RMSECV value. Additionally,Figure 3 depicts the Raman spectra, the PLS loadings for y1 if all variables are included(dotted line), and the 10, 25, and 50 optimally selected wavelengths for y1. In Table 3, onlythe RMSECV values are presented if 50 wavelengths are allowed to be selected. In Figure3, the results of selecting 10 and 25 wavelengths are included to demonstrate that no over-fitting has occurred despite that the presented results are based on the selection of a relativelylarge number of 50 wavelengths. The five replicate runs are depicted as five dottedhorizontal lines under the spectra, where a dot indicates that a wavelength has been selected.Table 3: PLS root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) values and correlation coefficients inpredicting the seven y-variables for the Raman, infrared, and combined spectra.  refers to thenumber of selected wavelengths used for the PLS prediction. E refers to the Error (RMSECV) andr represents the correlation coefficient of the predicted Ë values versus the real (experimentallydetermined) y values. From the five simulated annealing runs with different sets of startingwavelengths, the results with the lowest RMSECV values and corresponding correlation coefficientsare presented. Raman spectra Infrared spectra Combined spectraAll s 50 s all s 50 s all s 50 s 100 sE r E r E r E r E r E r E ry1 0.12 0.76 0.11 0.77 0.13 0.6 0.11 0.8 0.12 0.75 0.11 0.71 0.11 0.75y2 0.15 0.67 0.14 0.67 0.16 0.61 0.14 0.71 0.15 0.68 0.15 0.66 0.13 0.67y3 0.17 0.64 0.13 0.68 0.2 0.32 0.17 0.69 0.17 0.62 0.15 0.59 0.17 0.51y4 0.09 0.89 0.08 0.88 0.11 0.74 0.09 0.86 0.09 0.88 0.08 0.91 0.08 0.9y5 0.06 0.96 0.04 0.98 0.11 0.73 0.06 0.95 0.05 0.97 0.04 0.98 0.05 0.97y6 0.09 0.93 0.07 0.93 0.12 0.74 0.09 0.88 0.09 0.92 0.08 0.92 0.07 0.89y7 0.15 0.75 0.14 0.72 0.19 0.39 0.16 0.7 0.15 0.76 0.14 0.75 0.14 0.66
6.3.1. Reference resultsTable 3 depicts that e.g. the RMSECV value for y1, using all wavelengths on theRaman spectra, is 0.12. Because all y-values have been range-scaled for proper comparisonbetween different ys, this value should be interpreted as follows: on average, the differencebetween the predicted Ë1-value and the real (experimentally determined) y1-value is 12%.Investigating Table 3 for all wavelengths reveal that the best PLS predictions are obtained
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Figure 2: Plot of the RMSECV values on the Raman, infrared, and combined spectra. The solid line representsthe RMSECV values before wavelength selection, while the dotted line indicates the RMSECV valuesafter wavelength selection. Depicted for the combined spectra is the situation in which the 50optimally selected wavelengths are used: this situation performed best.
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using the Raman spectra or the combined spectra: these spectra have comparable correlationcoefficients while the correlation coefficients for the infrared spectra are much smaller. Plots(not included in this paper) revealed that the lower correlation coefficients are the result ofa reduced linearity of the PLS models, which is acknowledged by the higher RMSECVvalues. The low correlation coefficients (correlation smaller than approximately 0.6) for theinfrared spectra in Table 3 indicate that PLS prediction problems are present for y1, y2, y3,and y7. Bad correlation coefficients are obtained for y3 and y7: 0.32 and 0.39 respectively.Comparing the Raman with the combined spectra reveals that the correlation coefficients arealmost similar, indicating that the added infrared information is hardly used. Theexperimentally determined y-values (after range scaling) that are close to zero (<0.1) andclose to one (>0.8) are responsible for the bad correlation of the infrared spectra: most valuesare positioned between these extreme limits. Note that the extreme limits rarely occur duringthe yarn production process and that these extreme limits are included in the models to coverall possibilities. Additionally, small variations of the yarn-properties in combination withinstrumental noise obstruct the model construction. One of the goals in this paper is toinvestigate whether the combination of spectra or wavelength selection improves theprediction performance, e.g. by extending linear relationships.6.3.2. Wavelength selection resultsTable 3 also presents the RMSECV values if 50 optimal wavelengths are selected forthe Raman, infrared, and combined spectra. The RMSECV values if 10 and 25 wavelengthsare selected are not presented. These lower amounts of selected wavelengths exclude thepossibility that over-fitting has occurred, as is discussed in the Selected wavelengthssubsection below. For the combined spectra, 50 wavelengths and 100 wavelengths areselected. The combined spectra have twice as many data points compared to the Raman orinfrared spectra. Therefore, it is better to compare both situations: selecting the same amountof wavelengths and selecting twice as many wavelengths compared to the Raman and infraredspectra. Comparing the results of the infrared spectra prior to and after wavelength selectionin Table 3 reveals a relatively large increase of the correlation coefficient (thus, a decreaseof the RMSECV values). In plots showing the predicted Ë-values versus experimentallydetermined y-values for the same property, it is observed that the linearity has increased andthat the objects have moved closer to a linear line as a result of the wavelength selection. Forthe Raman and combined spectra, variable selection has a smaller effect (see Figure 2), butthe RMSECV values also do decrease. Variable selection on the infrared spectra results incorrelation coefficients that approximate the correlation coefficients of the Raman andcombined spectra. Table 3 shows that the performance of the PLS predictions on the infraredspectra after wavelength selection is equal to the Raman PLS predictions prior to wavelengthselection. Considering the combined spectra, selecting 100 wavelengths instead of 50 givesminor or no improvement of the prediction error.6.3.3. Selected wavelengthsIn Figure 3, the most apparent features are that the mean PLS loadings for allwavelengths collapse with the Raman peaks, while for the 10, 25, and 50 optimally selectedwavelengths only the peak regions at 857, 1119, and 1295 cm  are selected most of the time.-1
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Effect on the Partial Least-Squares Prediction of Yarn Properties CombiningRaman and Infrared Measurements and Applying Wavelength Selection 93The peak at 857 cm  corresponds to mainly ring CC and C(O)-O stretching, the peak at 1119-1cm  indicates C(O)-O and ethylene glycol CC stretching, and the peak at 1295 cm  represents-1             -1C(O)-O stretching. These three bands are due to vibrations of the backbone molecular bondsand these bonds show a peak shift and a change in shape under strain [2]. However, mostoptimally selected wavelengths discard the Raman peaks (thus, the peaks in the PLS loadingsare also discarded). An explanation for this behavior could be the large number of 50 selectedwavelengths, which might result in over-fitting. Therefore, the 10 and 25 optimally selectedwavelengths are also included in Figure 3 (further results, such as RMSECV values, are notincluded in this paper). If only 10 optimal wavelengths are allowed to be selected, almost allpeak positions are discarded. Apparently, if wavelength selection is applied, most informationfor making the best PLS models is somehow retrieved from the baseline.
Figure 3: Some results for y1 on the SNV preprocessed Raman spectra. The SNV preprocessed Raman spectra,the PLS loadings if all wavelengths are included (dotted line), and the 10, 25, and 50 optimallyselected wavelengths are plotted. The PLS loadings are SNV preprocessed in order to reduce theloading peaks, thus making these peaks better fit into the graph. Between -1 and -2 on the verticalaxis, the 10 optimally selected wavelengths are depicted, between -2.5 and -3.5 the 25 optimallyselected wavelengths are presented, and between -4 and -5 the 50 optimally selected wavelengths areshown. Some Raman peaks are indicated with vertical lines at 857, 1119, and 1295 cm . See text for-1further details.
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To investigate this further, the standard deviation between the Raman spectra isplotted together with the selected wavelengths. This plot revealed no relationship between theselected wavelengths and the largest differences between the Raman spectra. Therefore, thisplot is not included in this paper. To exclude the possibility of over-fitting even further, theselection of the 25 optimal wavelengths is executed again. Instead of using the leave-one-outapproach, the RMSECV values of 10 randomly chosen subsets (from which the remainder isused for model building) are averaged using the crossval function in the PLS toolbox [31].Still, the peaks are discarded and, therefore, these results are not included either. Nevertheless,the differences between Raman spectra on the peak positions are relatively small comparedto the baseline, which might explain the preference of discarding wavelengths on peakpositions. Furthermore, this preference of discarding peaks is visible in previous publications[2,7,37,38]. Discarding wavelengths on peak positions also occurs for the infrared andcombined spectra.
6.4. ConclusionsIt is examined whether the combination of Raman and infrared spectra on the onehand and wavelength selection on the other hand generally improves the PLS predictionperformance of seven selected on-line quality control parameters that are important duringyarn production. Applying wavelength selection on Raman and infrared spectra to enhancethe PLS prediction is beneficial. The RMSECV values decrease for all investigated yarnproperties. This prediction-error decrease is substantial for infrared spectra compared to theRaman and combined (concatenated) spectra. The correlation coefficients for the infraredspectra after wavelength selection have considerably increased, indicating that the linearrelationships of the seven yarn property PLS models have improved. For the infrared spectra,wavelength selection gives comparable PLS prediction performances as on the Raman spectraprior to wavelength selection. It is concluded that, if no (suitable) Raman instrument isavailable, an infrared spectrometer combined with a wavelength selection procedure can beused. Add to this other reasons for applying wavelength selection, such as more robust PLSmodels and an easier transfer of PLS models between spectrometers [2], and the importanceof applying wavelength selection is apparent.However, concatenating the Raman and infrared spectra in a new combined spectrumdoes not enhance the PLS prediction performance, not even after wavelength selection. Thisresult is on the one hand unexpected because it is generally assumed that the incorporationof additional information enhances PLS predictions. On the other hand, it is in agreement witha publication of Schoonjans et al. [21], where the authors concluded that the combination oftwo complementary spectra for the same compound is, in their application, not necessarilymore powerful for similarity assignments.Raman spectroscopy outperforms infrared spectroscopy if no wavelength selectionis applied. Furthermore, some properties are harder to predict using Raman or infraredspectroscopy, such as average size of the amorphous region, volume fraction of the crystallineregion, amorphous orientation factor, and the tenacity at a specific elongation of 5%. Forthese properties, higher RMSECV values and lower correlation coefficients are obtained.Modeling these properties might be harder due to a smaller variation of these yarn propertiesin combination with instrumental measurement variations.
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7.1 ConclusionIn this thesis, research on a number of spectroscopy-related chemometrical items isdescribed. The involved spectroscopic techniques are: near-infrared spectroscopy, Ramanspectroscopy, and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. The conclusions of these researchtopics and some future prospects are described into more detail in the paragraphs below.
7.2. Problems related to near-infrared spectroscopyWithin the application area of NIR spectroscopy and, more specifically within theframework of an European Union supported industrial project called Autosort, theapplicability of chemometrical techniques have been investigated and extended. The goal ofthe Autosort project was the separation of demolition waste into three fractions: wood, plastic,and stone. In this application, NIR reflectance spectroscopy is utilized because it is a fast,remote, and non-destructive measurement technique that has previously been appliedsuccessfully for the separation of plastics from non-plastics. In the paragraphs below, theutilized chemometrical approaches and corresponding solutions are presented.7.2.1. Wavelength selection combined with spectral preprocessing (chapter 2)In paragraph 1.2.1, it has been introduced that NIR-specific preprocessing followedby wavelength selection are regularly applied to obtain improved and/or more robust NIR-based qualitative or quantitative models. However, if wavelength selection is initially appliedso that e.g. only six wavelength regions remain, is it still feasible (and beneficial) to apply(NIR-specific) preprocessing? In chapter 2, this was investigated in the context of the searchfor a robust classification system for the separation of demolition waste. This search includedthe selection of the number of wavelength regions that should be used and their spectralpositions. Furthermore, the so-called wavelength shift, which depends on the position of anobject on the conveyor belt (border or in the middle), is taken into account.Utilizing a combination of linear discriminant analysis and the Mahalanobis distance,it is demonstrated that NIR reflectance spectroscopy utilizing six wavelength regions issufficient to discriminate between the three demolition waste fractions. It is concluded thatthe selected wavelength regions make sense (e.g. exclusion of water interference and gooddiscrimination characteristics between the three fractions) and that the robustness of theapplication can be enhanced, e.g. by taking the industrial environment, object contamination(e.g. dirt), and other (external) variations into account.It is demonstrated that the preprocessing techniques that remove NIR specificartifacts result in the best model performance and robustness (at least within the scope of theAutosort project). The NIR specific corrections include both an alignment for offsetdifferences and an adjustment on varying peak intensities. The best performing preprocessingmethods include: SNV (and related techniques) and range scaling. The second derivative alsoperforms a correction on both offset and peak intensities, but its applicability is limited if asmall number of wavelength regions are available.
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7.2.2. Representative object selection (chapter 3)For covering the full operational domain that a qualitative or quantitativechemometrical model should handle, it is important to apply object selection. If it is knownwhich objects should be collected, it is easier to create new models, apply quality control, andto reduce the costs of obtaining new models. In NIR spectroscopy, samples can be measuredfast and obtaining the NIR reflectance spectra of many objects is (in general) considered tobe an easy task. For this reason, in NIR spectroscopy often the situation applies that arepresentative subset of samples (to create or validate a chemometrical model) should becollected from a larger set of samples.In paragraph 1.2.2, many chemometrical subset selection approaches have beenintroduced, but the most commonly applied include the Kennard-Stone and random subsetselection. In chapter 3, it is demonstrated that the Kennard-Stone object selection is wellsuited for qualitative discrimination problems. Because the objects are uniformly selected, thecluster borders are well sampled and, as a result, the discrimination borders are well defined.This is an important requirement for the calculation of good discrimination models. Therandom object selection approach followed by the statistical tests fails because a variety ofsubsets pass the statistical tests, but the passed subsets do not guarantee that an acceptableclassification performance is obtained.Concerning the number of objects and the relative size of the subsets of each class,it is concluded that equal fraction sizes are applicable (and preferable) in the Autosortsituation, but this might be different for other applications. Furthermore, the rule of thumbthat says that the ratio of selected objects divided by the number of variables should be atleast 3 (if a minimum of 10 variables are present), is still not disproved (based on sixvariables). Nevertheless, it is concluded that some more objects should be collected to obtainmore trustworthy models, e.g. by setting  the ratio of selected objects divided by the numberof variables on 4 (as is the case in the Autosort situation).7.2.3. Validation strategy for a NIR-based classification system (chapter 4)In paragraph 1.2.3, it is explained that the goal of validating a chemometrical methodis to verify whether the method achieves the performance characteristics required from themethod, especially trueness and precision, and to demonstrate that the method is suited forthe intended use. For quantitative analyses, many validation criteria are available that are,however, not directly suited for qualitative analyses. Within the framework of the Autosortproject, the validation does not only include the chemometrical classification procedure thatis utilized, but also includes the complete separation setup.In chapter 4, two validation approaches have been investigated: a validation duringthe (sensor) development and a validation on the finally obtained separation system. In thescope of the Autosort project, an especially constructed NIR reflectance sensor measured themini-spectra that are utilized for the required discrimination. During the validation of thesesensor spectra, it is shown that sensor modifications are required to solve some sensor-specificproblems. This example demonstrated that a validation during (method) development isimportant and can save time and inconveniences in a later stage.From the applied Autosort validation strategy, it is concluded that the appliedmodifications to the sensor were insufficient to obtain the desired classification performance:a very non-uniform illumination of the conveyor belt remained present. The sensor alsosuffered from imperfections (saw-tooth effect). The separation of demolition waste is only
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possible utilizing chemometrical techniques if the objects are dry and are positioned in themiddle of the conveyor belt. This performance was stable over several consecutive days.Another reason for the limited performance can be due to the miniaturization of the lensessystem in front of the diode array: unwanted reflections on the surfaces between the lenseswere observed. Despite the exclusion of water regions in the NIR spectra during filterselection, the water interference is not removed. Therefore, excluding water peaks from theselected wavelength regions is not sufficient because, apparently, other factors also influencethe NIR measurements. For example, wet objects do have other scattering characteristics thandry objects and the inclusion of wet objects during wavelength selection and model calibrationmight be mandatory. The aforementioned deficiencies of the sensor might have hinderedcorrect classification as well.In chapter 4, an univariate validation framework is utilized and it might be beneficialto extent this framework to include the interaction between the investigated factors usingexperimental design strategies. It is important to continuously check whether the influence ofvariables has changed during the development and validation of a model. Wet objects seemedto be no problem because the water peaks were excluded in the selected wavelength regions,but this strategy did not work. The same applies for the position of objects on the conveyorbelt, because the classification of objects that were situated on the border performedunacceptable. If these circumstances were considered in the model development, it is expectedthat the influence of these factors could be accounted for.
7.3. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (chapter 5)As introduced in paragraph 1.3, SERS facilitates the measurement of Raman spectraacross a sample surface at a high resolution. Utilizing the SERS technology, it might bepossible to study the interaction between DNA molecules in different environments and tounderstand how DNA functions on a molecular level. In the feasibility study that is presentedin chapter 5, a SERS data set with (indirectly) measured DNA molecule fragments wasacquired. The applicability of chemometrical techniques for the preprocessing andinterpretation of the measured SERS data was investigated.Initially, simple chemometrical approaches were utilized to extract the significantinformation from the large stack of measurements. Principal component analysis was wellsuited to detect outliers that were visible as large peaks in the Raman spectra. It appeared thatapplying the Mahalanobis distance, utilizing  a critical distance criterion based on the -distribution, enabled the automated removal of these outlier spectra. Principal componentanalysis was successfully utilized to further explore the data and this process could also beautomated using the previously mentioned approach (and a more stringent -criterion). ThreeRaman spectra, which originate from three neighboring positions on the sample surface, wereclearly different from all other spectra and might provide clues for the interpretation of thedata.
7.4. Combined near-infrared and Raman spectroscopy (chapter 6)It is regularly assumed that the combination of multiple analysis techniques todetermine some property of interest will increase the prediction performance of e.g. a PLScalibration model. In paragraph 1.4, it is highlighted that Raman and NIR spectroscopy are,
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to an certain extent, two complementary techniques and that combining these two techniquesmight result in additional information that otherwise would be missing. Furthermore, it is ofinterest to find a strategy on how to concatenate both types of spectra and whetherwavelength selection, which is often applied in NIR and Raman spectroscopy, improves thecalibration model. In chapter 6, it is described that from several yarn samples the Raman andNIR reflectance spectra have been measured and seven properties of interest have beendetermined utilizing a (more expensive and time consuming) reference method.It is concluded that it is not possible to concatenate NIR and Raman spectra withoutany preprocessing: offset differences need to be solved and the peak intensities in both spectrashould be equalized. This can be achieved by applying SNV preprocessing on both theRaman and NIR spectra before concatenating them.Furthermore, it is concluded that the combined spectra did not improve the PLSprediction performances on the 7 investigated yarn properties. On the contrary, due to theaddition of the NIR spectra (the NIR spectra give poorer PLS models compared to the Ramanspectra probably because of the broad and overlapping peaks), the performance of the modelbased on the concatenated spectra even deteriorated. This is one of the reasons thatwavelength selection is applied on the individual Raman and NIR spectra and on thecombined spectra. Another reason is that wavelength selection might give simpler PLS modelsthat are easier to interpret. Furthermore, it might result in PLS models that better describe thedata regarding the relationship between the selected spectral regions and the properties ofinterest. The effect of wavelength selection on the NIR spectra is substantial compared to theRaman and concatenated spectra. The PLS prediction performance substantially improved andthe PLS models better describe the data.In the current application, it is demonstrated that utilizing more spectroscopictechniques for obtaining more powerful PLS models does not improve the PLS models thatare based on Raman spectroscopy only. However, it is demonstrated that, in situations whereno Raman instrument is available, NIR spectroscopy combined with wavelength selectionmight be an appropriate alternative.
7.5. Future prospectsDuring the Autosort project, a number of chemometrical techniques were applied tothe development of the on-line NIR sensor which should be fast, robust, and that uses onlya limited number of wavelength regions for the successful separation of demolition waste. Itis demonstrated that the final separation setup is constrained: only dry objects in the middleof the conveyor belt can be measured. Considering the availability of faster and improvedNIR imaging instruments and increased computational power, many strategies can beinvestigated to improve the separation of demolition waste, e.g. by taking the correctseparation of wet objects into account. Instead of limiting the number of wavelength regions,it is possible to include more wavelength regions depending on the problem under study, e.g.to improve the prediction of wet objects or to enhance the robustness of the separationsystem. Applying classification techniques, which e.g. take the object position on theconveyor belt into account, might also improve the classification performance. Utilizing fastFourier transform spectroscopy, it is possible to perform fast imaging on (moving) objects.Inherent to the fast Fourier transform technique is that no distortions are present caused bystraylight scattering and that a higher signal to noise ratio and a higher sensitivity can beobtained [1]. Such an instrument can be used during and after the development procedure,
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where it is important to always use the same instrument under identical measurementconditions. This prevents compatibility and prediction problems caused by different sets ofspectra that are measured on different instruments and under varying conditions during andafter method development, which was the case in the Autosort project.In the Autosort project, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) combined with theMahalanobis distance is the applied classification technique. The use of LDA is beneficialbecause a simple to understand separation model is obtained that can be visualized. In apublication of Thissen, it is concluded that, for a particular problem, a support vector machine(SVM) using a linear kernel outperformed partial least squares regression [2]. A SVM alsoresults in easy to understand models that can be visualized. Additional research is requiredto determine whether a SVM can further improve the classification performance comparedto the currently applied LDA strategy. Moreover, the classification performance androbustness might be improved by including neighboring object spectra into the classificationprocedure, e.g. by using the local correlation. Furthermore, Allen et al. demonstrated thatRaman spectroscopy is suited for discriminating between several common post-consumerplastics [3]. Therefore, chemometrical approaches to combine NIR and Raman spectroscopicmeasurements might also be beneficial.Other preprocessing techniques than used in this thesis can also contribute toimproved prediction performances. For example, in a NIR spectroscopic application regressionon wavelet coefficients have contributed to an improved model calibration [4]. Furthermore,wavelets can also be used as a filter to remove noise. In the situation of the SERSmeasurements, the observed spikes were small compared to the regular Raman peaks andSavitsky-Golay (SG) smoothing or ordinary median filtering will probably remove the spikessuccessfully and will preserve the relevant information. Preprocessing techniques can also beextended to include spatial information. Instead of ordinary one-dimensional median filtering,two-dimensional median filtering can be applied in which the spectra of a small surface area(e.g. 3x3 pixels) are utilized. Because the measured values are replaced by the median values,the noise is also reduced (thus the signal to noise ratio is improved).Another important aspect in classification that is not considered in this thesis is theuse of confidence intervals. Utilizing confidence intervals is important because they definethe reliability range of the overall classification performance. Furthermore, it would bebeneficial to have a confidence interval on the classification performance of each fraction andon the classification of each individual object. In the case of qualitative (classification)analyses on small data sets, only recently a theoretical statistical approach has been introducedby Forina et al. that is generally applicable on all classification problems (without knowledgeof the classification technique itself) [5]. The confidence interval statistics of classificationmethods is based on the binomial distribution. In this publication, the confidence interval forthe overall classification performance is examined. Research is required to extent theirframework in order to derive the confidence intervals for the separate fractions. It is commonto calculate the  and  errors for the separate fractions using the classification results table.By extending the work of Forina, it might be possible to define confidence intervals aroundthese  and  errors. A method to obtain confidence intervals around individual objectsmight be constructed from the distance between the object and the cluster mean usingstatistical approaches. Note that bootstrapping can also supply confidence intervals, e.g. onthe  and  errors, and that it must be investigated which technique is the most suited andgives the best result for a particular situation. The balance between cluster classificationperformances and confidence intervals determines the accuracy and reliability of the finalclassification procedure. Hence, research on guidelines that provide methods on optimizing
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the balancing problem while minimizing the required method development effort is aworthwhile issue.
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Samenvatting
Raman en nabij infrarood (NIR) spectroscopische puntmetingen en spectroscopischebeeldverwerkingen worden steeds vaker toegepast in ziekenhuizen, (onderzoeks-) laboratoriaen in de industrie. Zowel kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve analyses worden uitgevoerd,bijvoorbeeld Raman spectroscopie voor de classificatie van afgedankt plastic afval, NIRspectroscopische beeldverwerking voor de scheiding tussen plastics en niet-plastics, eenmedische toepassing van NIR spectroscopie voor de bepaling van de hoeveelheid vocht in demenselijke huid, het toepassen van zowel Raman en NIR spectroscopie voor de on-linekarakterisering van polymeereigenschappen, en surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopie (SERS)voor bijvoorbeeld onderzoek naar de interactie tussen DNA moleculen. Deze toepassingenvereisen robuuste systemen en hebben methodieken nodig om de grote hoeveelhedenmeetgegevens te verzamelen, te onderhouden en te analyseren.Een probleem met NIR reflectie spectroscopie zijn golflengte-afhankelijke interactiestussen deeltjesgrootte en de NIR straling wat resulteert in specifieke artefacten in de spectra.Zowel Raman (inclusief SERS) en NIR spectroscopische metingen worden beïnvloed doorinstrumentele verstoringen en bevatten een overweldigende hoeveelheid informatie waarvanslechts een beperkt deel een relatie heeft met de eigenschap (of eigenschappen) waarin wegeïnteresseerd zijn. Veel voorbewerkingsmethoden zijn ontwikkeld met als doel het reducerenvan de effecten veroorzaakt door de eerder genoemde verstoringen, golflengteselectie kanworden gebruikt voor het vinden van spectrale gebieden die de meest relevante informatiebevatten, en de relatie tussen golflengteselectie gecombineerd met voorbewerking op dekwalitatieve en kwantitatieve analyse algoritmen moeten worden onderzocht. Een anderprobleem is de toegepaste methode om een kwalitatief NIR of Raman model te valideren: hetis noodzakelijk om de factoren te identificeren welke verantwoordelijk zijn voor de prestatiesvan het model en om de bijdragen van deze factoren te kunnen extraheren. Object selectie enmodel validatie zijn nauw met elkaar verbonden omdat de geselecteerde objecten devalidatieresultaten beïnvloeden, maar object selectie is ook vereist voor kwaliteitscontrole envoor een goede kalibratie van predictiemodellen. Tot slot zijn NIR en Raman spectroscopiecomplementaire technieken. Als beide technieken op enigerleiwijze gecombineerd kunnenworden, dan kan de prestatie van sommige spectroscopische analyses verbeteren.In dit proefschrift zijn verscheidene chemometrische bijdragen gepresenteerd die detoepasbaarheid van zowel NIR en Raman (inclusief SERS) spectroscopie hebben uitgebreid.Het Autosort project dat financieel werd ondersteund door de Europese Unie had als doel hetscheiden van bouw- en sloopafval in een hout, plastic en steen fractie. Enkele chemometrischeuitdagingen, welke in de voorafgaande paragraaf zijn beschreven, zijn onderzocht in het kadervan het Autosort project.In hoofdstuk 2 is onderzocht of er voordelen zijn aan het toepassen van spectralevoorbewerking na golflengteselectie om de robuustheid van het bouw- en sloopafvalscheidingssysteem te verbeteren. Onderzocht zijn het aantal geselecteerde golflengtegebiedjes,hun positie in het NIR spectrum en de beste voorbewerkingstechniek. Lineaire discriminantanalyse gecombineerd met de Mahalanobis afstand was succesvol in staat het bouw- ensloopafval te scheiden met zes golflengtegebiedjes en NIR specifieke voorbewerkings-technieken. De geselecteerde golflengtegebiedjes zijn exclusief de waterpieken, hebben goedediscriminerende eigenschappen, en zorgen voor een verbetering van de robuustheid van hetscheidingssysteem met betrekking tot de meegenomen externe factoren. Spectralevoorbewerking verhoogden de model prestaties en zorgden voor een verdere toename van derobuustheid van het scheidingsalgoritme. De specifieke NIR voorbewerkingstechniekverwijderd basislijnverschillen en variaties in piekhoogte.Onderzoek naar twee chemometrische object selectie methoden, Kennard-Stone en
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een willekeurige selectie aanpak gevolgd door statistische testen, is beschreven in hoofdstuk3. Kennard-Stone object selectie presteerde het best omdat de objecten op uniforme wijzeworden geselecteerd, hetgeen resulteert in goed bemonsterde clusterranden en in een goedebeschrijving van de discriminerende grenzen. De willekeurige selectie aanpak gevolgd doorstatistische testen faalt omdat een aantal subsets, die onacceptabele resultaten geven, wel doorde statistische testen worden geaccepteerd. Binnen het kader van het Autosort project wordthet gebruik van gelijke fractiegroottes met een ratio (aantal objecten / aantal variabelen) groterdan vier geprefereerd.Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de validatie tijdens en na de (sensor) ontwikkeling gedurendehet Autosort project. Gedurende de ontwikkeling van de sensor is vastgesteld dat enkelesensor modificaties noodzakelijk waren, hetgeen het belang van tussentijdse modelvalidatietijdens de ontwikkeling aangeeft. De uiteindelijke validatie demonstreerde dat de toegepastesensorwijzigingen niet voldoende waren. Het werd ook duidelijk dat de sensor enigeproblemen had. De consequentie is dat de scheiding van bouw- en sloopafval alleen mogelijkis als de volgende voorwaarden in acht worden genomen: droge objecten die in het middenvan de lopende band geplaatst dienen te worden. Het uitsluiten van waterpieken voorkwamgeen problemen met het scheiden van vochtige objecten. Als deze omstandigheden warenmeegenomen tijdens het ontwikkelen van de sensor, dan kon met deze invloeden rekeningworden gehouden. Tot slot kan het validatieschema uitgebreid worden door ook de interactiestussen de bestudeerde factoren mee te nemen.Door gebruik te maken van near-field surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopie (SERS)is het mogelijk om Raman spectra te meten op zeer kleine monsteroppervlakten met eenruimtelijke resolutie van 100 nm of minder. Hoofdstuk 5 presenteert chemometrischebijdragen aan de analyse van SERS metingen. Principale component analyse (PCA) heeftbijgedragen aan de (automatische) verwijdering van uitbijterspectra. Bovendien heeft PCAsuccesvol bijgedragen aan het (geautomatiseerde) exploiteren van de opgeschoonde dataset.Drie naastgelegen Raman spectra op het monsteroppervlak waren duidelijk verschillend vanalle andere metingen en dat kan aanwijzingen verschaffen met betrekking tot de interpretatievan de data.Benaderingen voor het gecombineerde gebruik van NIR en Raman spectroscopie omde voorspellingen van de eigenschappen van polymeergarens te verbeteren zijn gepresenteerdin hoofdstuk 6. Om de twee typen spectra samen te voegen is het noodzakelijk om SNVvoorbewerking toe te passen om basislijn verschillen en piekintensiteit variaties te corrigeren.Het toepassen van PLS op de samengevoegde spectra reduceerde de predictie prestatievergeleken met de prestatie op alleen de Raman spectra. NIR spectra bevatten brede enoverlappende pieken welke de PLS model prestatie verslechterd. Golflengteselectie op de NIRspectra geeft een substantieel effect vergeleken met de Raman en samengevoegde spectra. DePLS voorspellingsfout verbeterde substantieel en de PLS modellen beschrijven de data beter.In situaties waar geen Raman instrument beschikbaar is kan golflengteselectie op NIR spectraeen goed alternatief zijn.Het Autosort project in aanmerking nemend kan een verbetering van de scheidingvan bouw- en sloopafval verkregen worden door de huidige snellere en betere NIRbeeldverwerkingsinstrumenten te gebruiken. Het wordt geadviseerd om te onderzoeken welkeen hoeveel golflengtegebiedjes gebruikt moeten worden om het scheidingsalgoritme robuustte maken voor vochtige objecten. Bovendien loont het de moeite om te onderzoeken ofsupport vector machines de classificatieprestatie van het scheidingssysteem kunnen verbeteren.Hetzelfde geldt voor onderzoek naar de combinatie van Raman en NIR spectroscopie wat ookvoordelen kan opleveren. In de analyse van SERS metingen zal het gebruik van nog niet
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onderzochte voorbewerkingstechnieken, zoals wavelets, Savitsky-Golay smoothing, en een-en twee-dimensionaal mediaan filtering, de signaal-ruis verhouding verder verbeteren en zalde relevante informatie behouden blijven. Tot slot kan het gebruik van betrouwbaarheids-intervallen in classificatie problemen, zoals in het Autosort project, voordelen bieden omdatbetrouwbaarheidsmarges rond de volledige, per cluster, en per object classificatie prestatiesworden verkregen.
Summary
Raman and near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic single-point measurements andspectroscopic imaging are increasingly being applied in hospitals, (research) laboratories, andindustry. Both qualitative and quantitative analyses are being performed, for example Ramanspectroscopy for the classification of post-consumer plastic waste, NIR spectroscopic imagingfor the separation between plastics and non-plastics, a medical application of NIRspectroscopy for the determination of water content in human skin, the utilization of bothRaman and NIR spectroscopy for the on-line characterization of polymer properties, andsurface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) to study e.g. the interaction between DNAmolecules. These applications demand robust systems and require methodologies to collect,maintain, and analyze the large amounts of measurement data.NIR reflectance spectroscopy suffers from wavelength-dependent interactionsbetween particle size and NIR radiation that result in specific artifacts in the spectra. BothRaman (including SERS) and NIR spectroscopic measurements are influenced by instrumentaldisturbances and contain an overwhelming amount of information from which only a limitedpart has a relationship with the property (or properties) of interest. Many preprocessingtechniques are developed to reduce the effects of the aforementioned disturbances, wavelengthselection can be used to find the spectral regions that contain the most relevant information,and the relationship between wavelength selection combined with preprocessing on thequalitative and quantitative analyses algorithms must be investigated. Another problem is theapplied method to validate a qualitative NIR or Raman model: it is necessary to identifywhich factors influence the performance of such a model and to extract the contributions ofthese factors. Object selection and model validation are closely related because the selectedobjects influence the validation results, but object selection is also required for quality controland for a good calibration of prediction models. Finally, Raman and NIR spectroscopy arecomplementary techniques. If both techniques are somehow combined, the performance ofsome spectroscopic analyses might improve.In this thesis, several chemometrical research contributions are presented thatextended the applicability of both near-infrared (NIR) and Raman (including SERS)spectroscopy. The Autosort project, financially supported by the European Union, aimedtowards the separation of demolition waste in a wood, plastic, and stone fraction. Somechemometrical challenges that are described in the previous paragraph are investigated withinthe framework of the Autosort project.In chapter 2, it is investigated whether it is beneficial to apply preprocessing afterwavelength selection to enhance the robustness of the demolition waste separation system.Investigated are the number of selected wavelength regions, their position in the NIRspectrum, and the best preprocessing technique. Linear discriminant analysis combined withthe Mahalanobis distance successfully separated the demolition waste utilizing six wavelengthregions and NIR specific preprocessing techniques. The selected wavelength regions excludewater peaks, have good discrimination characteristics, and improve the robustness of theseparation system regarding the considered external factors. Spectral preprocessing increasedthe model performance and further improved the robustness of the separation algorithm. Thespecific NIR preprocessing removes offset differences and variations in peak intensities.Research on two chemometrical object selection approaches, Kennard-Stone andrandom selection approach followed by statistical tests, is described in chapter 3. Kennard-Stone object selection performed best because the objects are uniformly selected, whichresults in well sampled cluster borders and in a good definition of the discrimination borders.The random object selection approach followed by the statistical tests fails because a numberof subsets, which give unacceptable results, pass the statistical tests. Within the framework
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of the Autosort project, using equal fraction sizes at a ratio (number of objects / number ofvariables) higher than four is preferable.Chapter 4 describes the validation during and after the (sensor) development withinthe Autosort project. During sensor development, it was found that some sensor modificationsare required, demonstrating the importance of model validation while developing. The finalvalidation demonstrated that the applied modifications of the sensor were insufficient. It alsoturned out that the sensor suffered from imperfections. The consequence is that the separationof demolition waste is only possible if some conditions are taken into account: dry objects,positioned in the middle of the conveyor belt. Excluding water peaks did not preventproblems with the separation of wet objects. If these conditions had been considered duringsensor development, their influence could be accounted for. Finally, the validation schemecould be extended to also include interactions between the considered factors.Utilizing near-field surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), it is possible tomeasure Raman spectra on small sample surfaces with a spatial resolution of 100 nm or less.Chapter 5 presents chemometrical contributions to the analysis of SERS measurements.Principal component analysis (PCA) contributed to the (automated) removal of outlier spectra.Furthermore, PCA successfully facilitated the (automated) exploration of the cleaned-up dataset. Three neighboring Raman spectra on the sample surface were clearly different from allother measurements and might provide hints regarding the interpretation of the data.Approaches for using a combination of NIR and Raman spectroscopy to improve theprediction of polymer yarn properties are presented in chapter 6. To concatenate the twodifferent types of spectra, SNV preprocessing is required to solve offset and peak intensitydifferences. Applying PLS on the concatenated spectra reduced the prediction performancecompared to performing PLS on the Raman spectra only. NIR spectra contain broad andoverlapping peaks that might deteriorate the PLS model performance. Wavelength selectionon the NIR spectra results in a substantial effect compared to the Raman and the concatenatedspectra. The PLS prediction performance substantially improved and the PLS models betterdescribe the data. In situations where no Raman instrument is available, wavelength selectionon NIR spectra might be a suitable alternative.Considering the Autosort project, improvement of the separation of demolition wastecan probably be obtained by using the currently available faster and better NIR imaginginstruments. It is recommended to investigate which and how many wavelength regionsshould be included to make the classification algorithm robust for wet objects. Furthermore,it is worthwhile to investigate whether support vector machines improves the classificationperformance of the separation system. The same applies to research on the combination ofRaman and NIR spectroscopy which might also be beneficial. In SERS analysis, using notpreviously investigated preprocessing techniques, such as wavelets, Savitsky-Golay smoothing,and one-dimensional and two-dimensional median filtering, will improve the signal to noiseratio and preserves relevant information. Finally, incorporating confidence intervals inclassification problems, as applies to the Autosort project, will be beneficial because reliabilityranges around the overall, single cluster, and single object classification performances areobtained.
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